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ABSTRACT 

Title of Dissertation: Pharmacometric Approaches to Precision Therapeutic Management 

for Antimicrobials 

Hechuan Wang, Doctor of Philosophy, 2020 

Dissertation Directed by: Dr. Vijay Ivaturi, Assistant Professor, Center for Translational 

Medicine, University of Maryland School of Pharmacy 

 

Antimicrobials have been widely used for decades in the treatment of various types of 

bacterial infections and their properties have been thoroughly characterized in pediatric 

and adult patients. However, high variability and unpredictability of antimicrobia ls’ 

pharmacokinetics (PK) in patients still exist, which reinforces the value of precision dosing. 

The research in this thesis highlights the role of pharmacometrics in precision therapeutic 

management of two prototype antimicrobials, gentamicin and rifampin.  The first project 

developed a Bayesian forecasting algorithm for precision dosing of gentamicin in 

pediatrics. We developed the first population PK model for gentamicin across the whole 

pediatric age spectrum ranging from 1-day-old newborns to 19-year-old young adults. The 

model utilized physiologically plausible covariate parameterization driven by principles of 

allometric scaling. Renal function changes manifested by glomerular filtration were 

described by postmenstrual age, and serum creatinine was standardized by age. The model 

was used as a prior in the subsequent full Bayesian analyses in pediatric patients. A full 

Bayesian analysis-based model-informed precision dosing (MIPD) was introduced for 



 

 
 

gentamicin dosing in pediatric patients. With a predefined probability of target attainment 

(PTA) criteria of 70% for both maximum and trough concentrations, the dosing regimens 

recommended by the empirical dosing guideline NeoFax could achieve the predefined 

criteria in about 5% of the 1013 patients, in comparison with 90% of the patients when the 

initial dosing recommendation from the MIPD approach was used. Finally, a workflow 

was designed for a new patient in a clinical scenario to provide MIPD for initial dosing 

recommendation and dosing adjustment after TDM level becomes available via a full 

Bayesian approach. The second project focuses on dose optimization of rifampin in adult 

patients with tuberculosis through dynamic positron emission tomography (PET) scans. A 

semi-mechanistic PK-lung-biodistribution model was developed based on plasma and 

intralesional drug concentration data measured by PET scans. The model could well predict 

the mass spectrometry data from therapeutic dose and PET data from 11C-labled micro-

dose. The developed model was externally validated through exposure predictions in the 

therapeutic range of 10-35 mg/kg. Based on the projected drug exposure in the cavity walls 

at higher rifampin doses, the bacterial killing curves obtained from hollow fiber systems 

were used to predict the clinical cure rates in humans for higher rifampin doses (>600mg). 

Standard oral rifampin dosing of 10 mg/kg would achieve a 95% probability of cure in 6-

9 months of treatment. Similarly, an oral rifampin dose of at least 35 mg/kg would be 

needed to cure patients in 4 months.
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Chapter 1: Introduction  

1. Model-Informed Precision Dosing 

Fifty years ago, Louis Sheiner from the University of California, San Francisco published 

a seminal paper demonstrating that a computer-based mathematical model could be used 

to predict warfarin dose requirements for individual patients.1 This was the first model-

informed precision dosing (MIPD) tool ever developed. In the current clinical practice, the 

utilization of MIPD is not widely accepted, although its clinical adoption has been actively 

discussed in scientific circles for the past 10 years.2–6 The lack of adequate clinical 

utilization of this useful medicine dosage management method is underscored by the fact 

that not until more than two years ago in December 2017 did the US Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) approve the first and only companion MIPD tool “myPKFit” for the 

antihemophilic factor product octocog alfa via the 510 (k) medical device pathway that 

treats and prevents bleeding in patients with hemophilia A.7 With this tool, a full 

pharmacokinetic (PK) curve can be estimated with only two blood samples, compared with 

eleven as recommended by current clinical guidelines.7  

The drug development process seeks a dose or dose range which is safe and effective for 

many patients but not necessarily an optimal dose for any individual.8 For pediatric patients, 

the first advantage of MIPD is that the initial dosing regimen for an individual can be 

tailored based on the identified covariates and the typical PK parameters from a previous 

model. The second advantage of MIPD is that by obtaining only one blood sample, 

precision dosing in an individual can be achieved through utilizing PK modeling coupled 

with Bayesian analysis. 
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However, MIPD has not been introduced into the mainstream clinical practice despite its 

great promise of bringing more efficacious and cost-effective treatments to patients. The 

challenges in bringing MIPD to the clinical practice include 1) lack of clinical outcome 

evidence, 2) limited access to intuitive user interfaces and 3) low acceptance of dose 

recommendations based on pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PK-PD) by clinical 

professionals.2,4,8 In a recent commentary paper, Wright et al. stated that comparative 

results from prospective randomized controlled trials could be regarded as clinical outcome 

evidence for promoting MIPD among clinical professionals.5 One prospective outcome 

study of MIPD of gentamicin therapy showed improved clinical outcomes at reduced 

costs.9 It is very difficult to conduct conventional clinical trials in pediatric populations due 

to their physiological development. Dosing in neonates usually relies on the dosing for 

adults and older children; the dosing for neonates is derived through allometric scaling or 

correction for developmental physiological processes. 

1.1. Highlights from the Recent FDA Precision Dosing Workshop  

As shown below, an FDA workshop held in August 2019 presented the latest points of 

view of researchers from both the academia and the industry regarding the implementation 

of precision dosing in clinical practice and drug development.10  

Precision Dosing in Clinical Practice 

During the workshop, Michael Neely from the University of South California noted that 

the future of the precision dosing implementation involved an emphasis on drug exposure 

and a mandate to include an exposure-response section in drug labeling.10 Dr. Neely also 

mentioned that the currently available 3D-printing technology could, at least in theory, 
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print any formulation desired, and that wearable devices could potentially be used to 

rapidly measure blood drug concentrations to guide dosage recommendations. 

Dr. Neely shared his experience with a 45-year-old female patient with an HIV infection 

and a history of medication intolerance, who was prescribed fosamprenavir and 

complained about the drug for causing her fatigue. The patient wanted to either discontinue 

the medication or take the drug once daily at bedtime instead of twice daily to avoid 

daytime fatigue. Dr. Neely used a PK model to fit the patient’s blood drug monitoring level 

and then extrapolated the patient’s trough level, upon which he developed a personalized 

dosing schedule with fosamprenavir taken at 10- and 14-hour intervals. The tailored dose 

regimen maintained adequate trough drug concentrations in the patient’s body to suppress 

viral replication. At the same time, the patient felt less fatigue because of the decreased 

daytime dose amount.  

Precision Dosing in Drug Development 

Jack Cook from Pfizer and Richard Peck from Roche discussed how drug development 

could aid precision dosing.10 For special populations, there was an assumption that 

matching drug exposure could result in the same/adequate level of safety and efficacy. In 

drug development, response-guided and disease-guided dosing was unusual, but had been 

done. For example, the dosing instructions provided by the manufacturer of Omalizumab 

recommended periodic reassessments of patient's disease severity and level of asthma 

control to determine if continued therapy is needed for severe persistent asthma. 
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Dr. Peck further stated that the current challenges and barriers to precision dosing in drug 

development included a regulatory environment satisfied with a “one size fits all” approach 

to dosing, complex patient monitoring/tests required to create the models needed for MIPD, 

unclear development paths for MIPD solutions, and unclear regulatory paths for associated 

tools and reimbursement of development costs. In order to promote precision dosing during 

clinical development, drug developers should explore the dose-exposure-response 

relationship early, understand the impact of pharmacodynamics and disease variability on 

response and incorporate it into clinical development, use titration as a therapeutic 

individualization strategy, use exposure-response from early clinical phases to compare 

precision and fixed dosing and support pivotal trial simulations, perform adaptive clinical 

trials, enroll a wider range of patients in clinical trials at all stages, develop companion 

clinical design supportive tools, and develop formulations to allow dose flexibility. Jack 

Cook and Richard Peck also mentioned that there were efforts from regulatory agencies to 

promote the implementation of precision dosing in drug development such as creating 

guidelines that called for enhanced diversity of clinical trial populations’ eligibility. 

2. Background Information 

2.1. Gentamicin 

Overview of Gentamicin Treatment in Clinical Practice 

Gentamicin is an aminoglycoside antibiotic against a wide range of infections caused 

mostly by gram-negative bacteria such as Pseudomonas, Proteus, Escherichia coli and the 

gram-positive Staphylococcus.11 It functions as an inhibitor to bacterial protein synthesis 

by binding to the 30S ribosomal subunit, resulting in a defective bacterial cell membrane.12 
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Gentamicin has high solubility in water and a low protein binding rate of less than 30%.13,14 

Sepsis is a major cause of morbidity and mortality among neonates and infants.15,16 

Neonatal sepsis can be classified as early-onset (EOS) and late-onset (LOS) sepsis based 

on the time of onset due to different aetiologies and pathophysiology of pathogens are seen 

before and after 72 hours after the birth.17 EOS is most often caused by gram-positive 

bacteria group B streptococcus and gram-negative bacteria Escherichia coli.15 LOS is 

mainly caused by gram-positive bacteria while gram-negative LOS is less common but is 

associated with greater mortality in neonates and infants.16 

Many neonates in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) receive empirical antibiotic 

therapy for suspected sepsis.18 Although 95% of neonates treated with antibiotics for 

suspected sepsis had no evidence of infection, the early initiation of empirical antibiotic 

therapy can reduce both mortality and morbidity.18,19 As the most commonly used 

antibiotic in NICU, gentamicin is administered to neonatal patients to treat suspected EOS 

and LOS combined with a beta-lactam antibiotic (most commonly ampicillin , 

flucloxacillin and penicillin).18,20–22 Gentamicin is also combined with vancomycin to 

produce synergy effect for treating methicillin-resistant staphylococcus aureus (MRSA).23 

However, gentamicin will be replaced by ceftazidime if there is suspected cerebrospinal 

fluid infection because the hydrophilic characteristic of gentamicin does not allow it to 

penetrate through the blood-brain barrier (BBB) in neonates.24 In the pediatric intensive 

care unit (PICU), gentamicin can be used for treating cerebrospinal fluid infection due to 

the BBB of older children is leaky compared with that in the neonates.25 The prevalence of 

gentamicin resistance has been low and the emergence of gentamicin resistance during 
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treatment has been unusual while some isolates of stenotrophomonas maltophilia exhibit 

resistance to gentamicin.26 Bacterial resistance to gentamicin is most commonly due to 

plasmid-mediated increases in modifying enzymes.26 There was also acquired gentamicin 

resistance reported to be caused by impaired permeability in enterococcus faecalis as well 

as gentamicin-resistant klebsiella pneumoniae reported in neonatal sepsis.27 

Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) is the lowest concentration of a drug that 

prevents visible growth of bacteria. There are a few techniques commonly used in a 

microbiology laboratory to determine the pathogens and their MICs relative to a specific 

antibiotic in biological samples, such as Kirby-Bauer disk diffusion, Etest® strips and 

VITEK®.28  The Kirby-Bauer disk diffusion method can report if the bacteria is resistant, 

intermediate or susceptible to each of multiple antibiotics based on the diameter of the zone 

of inhibition inside the disk.28 MIC can be read with the Etest® strips by incubating the 

plate for usually 24 hours and then reading the results where the line of the growth 

intersects the strip of the plate.29 VITEK® is a machine performing identification and 

antibiotic susceptibility testing of bacteria and organism based on the organism phenotype 

and a matching fingerprint identification.30 These techniques can support the clinical 

diagnosis of the infections. 

Currently, there are relatively consistent clinical practice guidelines across medical 

institutions for the diagnosis and treatment of adult patients. When it comes to the pediatric 

population, however, medical institutions tend to develop their own guidelines and dosing 

recommendations for therapeutics. Based on the author’s clinical practice observations in 

the PICU at University of Maryland Medical Center and the NICU at Dayton Children's 
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Hospital, if any infection relevant symptoms are detected in a neonatal/pediatric patient 

that involve fever or hypothermia, inactivity, breathing difficulties, diarrhea, or a fast/slow 

heart rate, empiric antibiotic therapies are administered to treat suspected infections.31  

Before initiating any antibiotic treatment, one or several cultures or tests are ordered that 

can include blood culture, urine culture, spinal fluid culture, nasal swab, and skin swab for 

the diagnosis of infection types. The samples are then sent to the microbiology laboratory 

in the medical institution for culturing and analyses. Because of the time and processes 

required for microbial culture and identification, results are often reported preliminarily in 

24 hours after the samples are collected, but revised or refined at a later time.32 The 

preliminary results available in 24 hours usually include organism negativities and 

identifications as well as gram stain results. In the 48 to 72 hours after the sample collection, 

the final report becomes available and provides the antimicrobial susceptibility testing 

results in addition to the preliminary ones. Clinical decisions about whether to continue the 

empiric antibiotic therapy and to switch to other antibiotics will then be made regarding 

the identification of the organism and microbial sensitivity to a specific antibiotic.  

Gentamicin was administered as multiple doses every day until a once-daily dose became 

commonly used in the 1990s.33 The once-daily dose regimen was proved to be as effective 

as the multiple-dose daily regimen, but has reduced its toxicities because renal and auditory 

toxicities are delayed thanks to the saturable uptake of the drug into the target tissues.34 

Postantibiotic effect happens after the complete removal of an antibiotic when there is a 

continued suppression of bacterial growth following transient antimicrobial exposure.35 

Gentamicin shows postantibiotic effect due to its irreversible binding to the bacterial 
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ribosomes.26 This postantibiotic effect correlates with the extent of the bacterial ribosome 

impairment and can last several days, which is well utilized by the once-daily dose regimen 

in clinical practice.26 A single daily dose has a more prolonged postantibiotic effect in 

comparison with multiple-dose daily regimen because of its increased drug 

concentration.34,36 Extended dosing interval of every 24 to 48 hours is conducted in 

neonatal patients, and drug monitoring blood samples are taken after the 48 hour rule-out 

period. In newborns, the dose is administered based on birthweight until the baby is at least 

one week old, and adjusted every week afterwards. In patients older than 28 days, 

multiple-dose daily regimen is conducted and blood samples are monitored for trough 

levels before the 3rd dose and maximum levels after the 3rd dose.37  

Medical institutions choose initial dosing recommendations of antibiotics in NICU and 

PICU from NeoFax, RedBook or specific guidelines from the Infectious Disease Society 

of America based on their research and discussion inside the institution.38–40 NeoFax® in 

IBM Micromedex® is a web and mobile application. 35 It provides evidence-based drug 

information, age and indication-specific drug-dosing calculators to improve drug safety 

and efficacy for neonatal and pediatric patients. Gentamicin initial dosing recommended 

by NeoFax® are as shown in Table 1-1. 38  

Table 1-1 Doses and intervals from the software of NeoFax®.38  
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Postmenstrual 

age (weeks) 

Postnatal 

age (days) 

Dose 

(mg/kg) 

Dosing 

Interval 

(hours) 

Dose per 

day 

(mg/kg/d) 

Neonates 

≤29 

0 to 7 5 48 2.5 

8 to 28 4 36 2.7 

≥29 4 24 4 

30 to 34 

0 to 7 4.5 36 3 

≥8 4 24 4 

≥35 ALL 4 24 4 

There are many limitations associated with the current dosing system and clinical 

pharmacists’ workflow. First, there are a significant number of trough samples below lower 

limit of quantitation (LOQ) that cause a dearth of accurate measurement values, and 

therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) results are only partially useful for modeling and 

predicting the individual full PK curve under different doses and allowing doses to be 

adjusted accordingly. 

Second, it is highly preferable to merge monitoring measurement orders and other lab 

orders, such as blood gas and electrolytes orders with generally flexible sampling times, 

for pediatric patients. By using Bayesian forecasting, even if the clinician takes a plasma 

sample at a random time point, the individual maximum and trough levels can be estimated 

with good precision and accuracy based on the sample drug concentration value and 
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available prior information about the pharmacokinetics. This Bayesian forecasting 

provides evidence for appropriate dose adjustments. 

Third, for antibiotics (gentamicin), the measured drug concentration value itself can tell 

practitioners if the therapeutic target is achieved or not. For some drugs, area under the 

curve (AUC) (vancomycin) or time above the MIC (penicillin) is the PK-PD metric. 

Powerful software are yet to be developed to support the complex calculations for 

clinicians.  

Current Knowledge on Gentamicin PK 

Gentamicin undergoes limited metabolic transformation and more than 70% of the drug is 

found unchanged in urine with a half-life of about 2 hours in adults, adolescents and 

children, 4 hours in infants, 3 to 6 hours in one-week and older neonates, 3 to 11.5 hours 

in less than one-week old neonates.41–44 The volume of distribution in children under 1-

year-old (0.4-0.45 L/kg) is slightly higher than that of older children (0.3-0.35 L/kg) and 

adults (0.2-0.3 L/kg).41,42,45 Over the past few decades, more than 20 population PK models 

of gentamicin have been reported in pediatric populations as summarized in a recent 

review.46 However, more than 70% of the models were built solely for the neonatal 

populations, resulting in relatively fewer models for other pediatric groups. In addition, 

there is a lack of consistency in the selection of the clinical predictors such as postmenstrual 

age (PMA) and serum creatinine among these models. It is challenging for clinicians to 

select among the existing models and apply it in their practice.  

Gentamicin has the concentration-dependent and bacteria-killing ability and the efficacy 

of gentamicin is directly related to maximum concentrations (Cmax), with the therapy goal 
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to achieve a Cmax of 8-10 times of its MIC ratio.47,48 Gentamicin has an estimated frequency 

of nephrotoxicity that varies between 5% and 15% and ototoxicity that varies between 2% 

and 14%,49,50 with a trough concentration (Ctrough) of <1-2 mg/L to avoid toxicities. 

2.2. Rifampin 

Tuberculosis  

In 2018, an estimated 10.0 million  new tuberculosis (TB) cases occurred worldwide. 51 

Most new cases occurred in Southeast Asia (44%), Africa (24%), and the Western Pacific  

(18%).51 There were an estimated 1.45 million TB deaths in 2018 (a 38% reduction from 

2.32 million in 2000).51 TB is caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection from 

inhalation of bacteria expelled by TB patients in the air.52 It typically affects the lung 

(pulmonary TB), but can also affect other parts of the body and cause TB meningitis , 

pericarditis, lymphadenitis, etc. through bacteria bloodstream dissemination. M. 

tuberculosis attacks the lung tissue in pulmonary TB patients by destroying the tissue and 

creating lesions inside the lungs. A space full of air in the lung (cavity) can be formed as 

M. tuberculosis destroys more and more of the tissue.53 Active TB is characterized by 

chronic cough with bloody sputum, night sweats, fever and weight loss.52 Diagnosis of TB 

is most often by chest x-ray, tuberculin skin testing, and sputum smear and culture.54  

Rifampin is an antibiotic that is used to treat several types of bacterial infections including 

M. tuberculosis, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus or methicillin-sensit ive  

Staphylococcus aureus.55 It is also used for meningococcal prophylaxis.55,56 Rifampin 

inhibits bacterial RNA synthesis by inhibiting DNA-dependent RNA polymerase 

activity.55 Rifampin is used for TB treatment in combination with other antibiotics 
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including isoniazid, pyrazinamide and ethambutol over the past few decades.52 The four 

drugs are administered once daily for four months to intensively eliminate the susceptible 

bacteria and subsequently, rifampin and isoniazid are administered once daily for two 

months to consolidate the combination therapy.52  

Incomplete adherence to treatment has been identified as the most serious problem in TB 

control.52 It is important to assure patients’ adherence in order to reduce the transmission 

of M. tuberculosis to the community. A shorter effective TB treatment is critical to improve 

patients’ adherence. Although efforts have been made to develop new anti-tuberculosis 

drugs and regimens to reduce the treatment duration,57 the multidrug therapy has still been 

the gold standard for treating susceptible TB in recent years.52 Of the four first-line 

antibiotics for treating TB, rifampin has the most potent sterilizing effect and is available 

throughout the world. The currently recommended rifampin dose (10 mg/kg per day) was 

chosen in the 1970s based on the economic necessity.58 However, results from a recent 

clinical study have shown that a higher rifampin dose up to 35 mg/kg can achieve faster 

bacteria killing with no greater risks compared to the current standard dose of 10 mg/kg.59 

Hence, the optimization of rifampin dosing is a priority for optimizing TB treatment. 

Positron Emission Tomography 

A positron emission tomography (PET) scan is a nuclear imaging technique that is used to 

observe tumor metastases (representing 90% of current scans) , diagnose clinical disease 

of brain and heart and investigate drug biodistributions.60–63 PET scans have been used for 

drug development in central nervous system by revealing drug distribution in the tissues 

through measuring radioactivity during the radioactive atom decay in recent years.64,65 
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Specifically, the system detects pairs of gamma rays emitted indirectly by a positron-

emitting radioligand, which is introduced into the body on a biologically active molecule 

called a radioactive tracer. The key to curing pulmonary TB is eliminating the bacteria 

inside the cavitary lesions.66 Adequate drug exposure inside the lesion is needed for 

efficacy. However, it is a challenge to measure the concentration at the site of action. The 

advantage of PET—when compared with the current approaches of measuring tissue 

concentrations, including bronchoalveolar lavage, lung resection surgery and blood 

sampling— is that the PK of a drug can be determined in the tissue targeted for drug 

treatment.67 

3. Research Objectives 

3.1. Gentamicin Project 

Optimal dosing of gentamicin in pediatrics is still a matter of debate despite its common 

use. There was considerable variabilities in gentamicin doses and dosing intervals across 

different institutions. Despite the significant potential utility of this antibiotic, it is 

surprising that it is very rare to see any model-based recommendations for gentamicin dose 

adjustments. The research objective of the gentamicin project is to utilize pharmacometric 

approaches to perform model-informed precision dosing in pediatric populations. Dosing 

adjustments based on available TDM levels is important for ensuring the efficacy and 

safety of the drug. The dosing adjustment in the current clinical practice is heavily reliant 

on the experience and judgement of clinicians, which involves some rough mathematical 

scaling based on the deviation of the measured drug concentration from the targeted range 

scale, based on the author’s clinical observation. However, this approach is flawed because 
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the change of drug concentrations would not be a simple scaling issue based on bodyweight 

if one were to take into consideration the treatment, the specific disease and the 

physiological changes. Especially in pediatric patients younger than 1-year-old, renal 

functions mature over time with 35% of the adult values at birth for full-term neonates and 

reach the adult values by the end of the first year of their life.68 Renal function in the 

preterm neonates is not only immature at birth, but also significant in the delay of renal 

maturation compared to full term neonates in the first year of their life.69  

The initial dose is usually determined based on dosing recommendations from NeoFax®, 

RedBook or specific guidelines from the Infectious Disease Society of America.38–40 In a 

clinical setting, the dose adjustment sometimes relies on web-based calculators for 

extrapolating the maximum and trough concentration based on the information collected 

at predefined sampling time points.70–72 Many models used to create web-based calculators 

are one-compartment pharmacokinetic models that lack adequate validation and 

justification for all predictors in the model.70–72 The information at the measured 

concentrations from the patient is not given the weight it deserves to provide an optimal 

dose. Usually, both maximum and trough concentrations are required for monitoring the 

efficacy and safety of a drug.  

There are a few commercial software programs that apply Bayesian forecasting algorithms 

for dosing adjustment.73–76 However, because the inner workings of these software 

programs are proprietary in terms of the way the algorithms are implemented and the dose 

recommendation are made, clinicians will have a hard time replicating the dosing 

adjustment these software programs generate.73–76 At the same time, there are few 
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published studies discussing in detail how adaptive dosing recommendations can be made 

using these software programs based on the patient’s monitoring drug concentrations.  

To make model-informed precision dosing of gentamicin applicable in clinical settings, we 

partnered with the University of Utah for the use of its gentamicin TDM database that 

included the medical records of 22,000 pediatric patients who had at least one gentamicin 

concentration reported. The research project described in Chapters 2 and 3 of this 

dissertation was aimed to (1) develop a model to characterize the PK across the whole 

pediatric population, and (2) create a prototype of MIPD for gentamicin in pediatrics using 

a Bayesian approach. Chapter 2 discusses the development and qualification of the 

gentamicin PK model, whereas Chapter 3 focuses on the employment of Bayesian 

forecasting to optimize the clinical therapeutics of gentamicin in pediatrics. 

3.2. Rifampin Project  

TB is the leading cause of death from a single infectious disease agent. Rifampin has been 

widely used for decades in the treatment of various types of bacterial infection and 

thoroughly examined for its plasma PK. The key to curing pulmonary TB is eliminating 

the bacteria inside the cavitary lesions, and the adequate drug exposure inside the lesion is 

needed for the drug efficacy. However, it is a challenge to measure the tissue concentration 

at the site of action. Current approaches to this measurement include bronchoalveolar 

lavage, lung resection surgery and blood sampling.77–79 They are invasive and do not truly 

serve their purposes. There has been a lack of reliable data specifically about rifampin PK 

inside the infected lungs in situ. The difficulties of sampling patients’ lung tissues have 

been significant barriers to the collection of reliable intralesional drug concentration data 
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over time. Measuring the plasma concentration has been a surrogate for a long time. 

Medical professionals know that it is important to provide enough drug exposure at the site 

of action. However, due to the histological nature of the cavity wall, rifampin does not 

penetrate into the cavitary space adequately. Results from a few recent clinical trials have 

shown that a higher rifampin dose up to 35 mg/kg can achieve faster bacteria killing with 

no greater risks compared to the current standard dose of 10 mg/kg.59,80  

For the first time in the medical history, dynamic whole-body 11C-rifampin PET/CT scans 

were performed in newly recognized patients with rifampin-sensitive TB in our study. The 

PET-CT scan technology can measure concentration-time profiles in different types of TB 

lesions. The rifampin project aimed to characterize rifampin biodistribution in different 

types of lung lesions and to make dosing recommendations based on the tissue drug 

concentration. A rifampin PK-lung-biodistribution model was developed and used to 

predict the concentration-time profiles inside the pulmonary lesions at high rifampin doses 

in individual patients. Based on the projected drug exposure and the bacterial killing curves 

obtained from HFS, an oral rifampin daily dose was recommended in order to achieve cure 

in the TB patients in a shorter duration.  

The goals of the rifampin project described in Chapter 4 were to (1) develop a PK-lung-

biodistribution model, (2) validate the model using both internal and external data, (3) 

project the drug exposures at high doses, and (4) make dose recommendations based on 

the in-vitro bacterial killing results and translated clinical cure rate. Chapter 4 describes the 

development of qualifications of the semi-mechanistic PK-lung-biodistribution model of 

rifampin.  
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Chapter 2: Population Pharmacokinetic Modeling of Gentamicin in Pediatrics  

1. Introduction 

Gentamicin has been widely used for decades in the treatment of gram-negative bacterial 

infection and thoroughly examined in pediatric patients.81,82 However, high variability and 

unpredictability of gentamicin’s PK in pediatric populations still exist, which reinforces 

the value of individualized dosing. In recent years, there are many forms of translating 

TDM data into individualized dose recommendations. The newest of them is via Bayesian 

inference, which offers unique advantages over the earlier forms of dose adjustment 

nomograms and linear regression analysis.83,84 Bayesian approach has demonstrated 

greater precision in predicting the Cmax, minimal concentration (Cmin) and AUC of 

gentamicin and more patients attained the target concentration in a study of 75 patients 

with febrile neutropenia caused by Escherichia coli, Klebsiella species, and P. aeruginosa 

reported by Avent et al..85 Bayesian forecasting requires only one plasma sample to 

perform estimation, whereas linear regression analysis requires at least two measurements 

or more. The application of Bayesian forecasting in combination with the patient’s 

measured drug concentrations via TDM has previously shown to result in therapeutic 

improvements.86 

Glomerular filtration is primarily responsible for the renal elimination of gentamicin along 

with PNA and gestational age (GA). Glomerular filtration rate (GFR) is often used to 

quantitate renal function and depends on PMA, with a size-adjusted GFR in full-term 

neonates of only 35% of the adult value.68,87,88 Full-term neonates show a rapid increase in 

GFR during the first two weeks of life and reach adult values by the end of the first year.88 
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The serum creatinine (SCr) levels in neonates after birth may reflect the maternal level for 

a few days post birth and will decrease over time as neonates’ kidneys work to clear out 

maternal creatinine.89 Infants’ and children’s SCr levels are lower than those in adults. 

Hence, the deviation of SCr concentration measurement from the age-dependent normal 

SCr level can indicate renal impairment (e.g., GFR impairment). Further, given gentamicin 

is water-soluble, age-dependent maturational changes in the proportion of extracellular 

water to total body weight (TBW) can change gentamicin’s volume of distribution over 

age.90 Gentamicin has concentration-dependent bacteria-killing ability and the efficacy of 

gentamicin is directly related to maximum concentrations (Cmax), with the goal of therapy 

to achieve Cmax/MIC ratio of 8–10 for most pathogens.47,48 However, a Cmax/MIC ratio of 

at least 20 is required for organism such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa.47 The persistent 

accumulation of gentamicin in renal tubules can be nephrotoxic, which is reflected in the 

AUC.91 Although AUC is not routinely monitored in clinical practice, El-Sayed et al.92 

found that Ctrough was well correlated with AUC and thus could be an appropriate surrogate 

measure (Ctrough <1-2 mg/L to avoid toxicity), and a practical method to monitor gentamicin 

dosing. 

Llanos-Paez et al.’s recent review on population PK models of gentamicin found a total of 

twenty-one published models developed in the pediatric population over the past thirty 

years, with sixteen models developed in only neonates, one model developed in infants and 

two models developed in children with severe malnutrition.93 Another two prior models 

were developed in a wider pediatric age range (birth to 15 years).94,95 However, the 
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covariate modeling strategy was empirical in most studies. Few population PK models of 

gentamicin have been developed in the entire pediatric age range.  

Our primary objectives of the current work was to characterize the population PK of 

gentamicin across the entire pediatric age range (birth to 18 years) using one 

comprehensive mechanistic model, to evaluate the influences of body size, age-dependent 

maturation and SCr, and to identify other risk-factors that could explain the population 

variability. There were 70% of the patients in the original dataset randomly sampled and 

assigned to the model building dataset. The remaining 30% of the patients were assigned 

to the model evaluation dataset. The predictive performance of the developed model was 

compared to prior models in the literature, using an evaluation dataset with a random 

sample of 30% of the patients in the original dataset. This evaluation dataset has an age 

distribution similar to that in the model building dataset with a random sample of 70% of 

the patients in the original dataset.  

2. Methods 

2.1. Patients and Data 

Data for model building and model evaluation were collected retrospectively from the 

medical records of all pediatric patients treated with gentamicin from 2006 to 2012 at 

hospitals in the Intermountain Healthcare System. The patients had drug concentrations 

measured during routine TDM. Exact times of dose administration and sample collection 

for gentamicin doses, plasma gentamicin concentration measurements, SCr concentration 

measurements along with the patients’ postnatal age (PNA), gestational age (GA), sex, 
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TBW, and height were recorded. The overall study approval was granted by the University 

of Utah and Primary Children’s Hospital (PCH) Institutional Review Boards.  

Data were eligible for model building and evaluation if they met the following criteria: (1) 

complete dosing information including dose amounts and times of administration was 

recorded; (2) at least one drug concentration measurement was recorded; (3) a complete 

history (at least one record) of all key prognostic factors (PMA, PNA, SCr, TBW and height) 

was recorded and physiologically reasonable. In pediatric patients, creatinine clearance 

(CRCL) was estimated by the modified Schwartz method, with the constant for CRCL 

calculation 0.33 used instead of 0.413 when a patient’s TBW is less than 0.25 kg and 

capping the maximum value at 120 ml/min/1.73m2 for covariate analysis.96–98 About 4% 

of total gentamicin plasma concentration samples were below the lower limit of 

quantification, and therefore were removed from the population PK analysis.  

Seventy percent of the screened patients in each of the five age groups based on the 

definition by FDA99—premature neonates (0 - 28 days); full-term neonates (0 - < 28 days); 

infants (28 days - < 2 year), children (2 - < 12 year), adolescents (12 - < 19 year)—were 

randomly sampled for the population model development. The remaining 30% of the 

screened patients were used to evaluate the predictive performance of the final model in 

comparison with previous models. 

2.2. Population PK Analysis 

Nonlinear mixed-effects method was used for the development of the population PK model 

with Phoenix v8 (Certara, Princeton, New Jersey). R (v 3.4.4) software was used for data 

exploration, statistical analysis and graphical inspection of the results. Thirty-minute 
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infusion in routine clinical practice was assumed in the modeling for all subjects since the 

exact infusion times were not recorded for the individuals. A structural disposition model 

for gentamicin was determined by testing a one-, two-, and three-compartment model with 

first-order elimination. Model selection was based on the magnitude of the change in the 

objective function value (OFV) (greater than 3.84 or not, χ2, df = 1, α = 0.05) and goodness-

of-fit plots. Between-subject variability (BSV) was modeled based on the assumption of a 

log-normal distribution as shown in equation 1: 

 𝑃𝑖 = 𝑡𝑣𝑃 ∙ 𝑒𝜂𝑖  (1) 

where 𝑃𝑖 = the individual PK parameter for patient 𝑖 such as Clearance (𝐶𝐿𝑖);  

𝑡𝑣𝑃 = the typical value of the PK parameter such as 𝑡𝑣𝐶𝐿; and, 

 𝜂𝑖  = the corresponding BSV for patient 𝑖, which is assumed to follow a normal distribution 

with mean 0 and variance of 𝜔𝐵𝑆𝑉
2 .  

Between-occasion variability (BOV) was also assumed to be log-normally distributed 

using an exponential model as shown in equation 2:  

 𝑃𝑖 = 𝑡𝑣𝑃 ∙ 𝑒 (𝜂𝑖+𝜅𝑖) (2) 

where 𝜅𝑖  = the corresponding BOV for patient 𝑖, which is assumed to follow a normal 

distribution with mean 0 and variance of 𝜔𝐵𝑂𝑉
2 .  

BOV was tested on all PK parameters, with a new occasion in an individual starting when 

a dose was administered a week or longer after the last plasma sample from the previous 

dose was collected. Different residual error models were tested such as the combined error 

model (proportional plus additive) as shown in equation 3:  
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 𝑂𝐵𝑆𝑖,𝑗 = 𝐼𝑃𝑅𝐸𝐷𝑖,𝑗 ∙ (1 + 𝜀1𝑖,𝑗) + 𝜀2𝑖,𝑗 (3) 

where 𝑂𝐵𝑆𝑖,𝑗 and 𝐼𝑃𝑅𝐸𝐷𝑖,𝑗 = the individual observed and predicted concentration in the 

central compartment for patient 𝑖 at time 𝑗, respectively;  

𝜀1 𝑖,𝑗  = corresponding proportional error term, which is assumed to follow a normal 

distribution with mean 0 and variance of 𝜎1
2 ; and, 

 𝜀2 𝑖,𝑗 = the corresponding additive error term for patient 𝑖 at time 𝑗, which is assumed to 

follow a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance of 𝜎2
2

.  

2.3. Covariate Model 

Important clinical factors including PMA, PNA, GA, SCr and different body size 

descriptors were investigated for influence on the PK of gentamicin based on a systematic 

literature search.93,100,101 The covariate model building was first based on physiologically 

plausible covariate parameterization informed by principles of allometric-scaling. 

Different body size descriptors were tested in this study including TBW, fat-free mass 

(FFM) and normal fat mass (NFM) as shown in equations 4 - 6102,103 below. However, since 

children below 2-year-old have limited body fat, these equations do not apply to them.  

𝐹𝐹𝑀(𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠) =

[
 
 
 
 

1.11 +

(

 
 (1 − 1.11)

[1 + (
𝐴𝑔𝑒
7.1

)
−1.1

]
)

 
 

]
 
 
 
 

× [
(9270 × 𝑇𝐵𝑊)

8780 + (244 × 𝐵𝑀𝐼)
] (4) 

𝐹𝐹𝑀(𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠) =

[
 
 
 
 

0.88 +

(

 
 (1 − 0.88)

[1 + (
𝐴𝑔𝑒
13.4

)
−12.7

]
)

 
 

]
 
 
 
 

× [
(9270 × 𝑇𝐵𝑊)

6680 + (216 × 𝐵𝑀𝐼)
] (5) 
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𝑁𝐹𝑀(𝑘𝑔) = 𝐹𝐹𝑀 + 𝐹𝑓𝑎𝑡 × (𝑇𝐵𝑊 − 𝐹𝐹𝑀) (6) 

 

where 𝐹𝑓𝑎𝑡  = a parameter to be estimated during modeling process and BMI = body mass 

index. The impact of maturational changes in renal function on gentamicin clearance was 

included using the GFR prediction model developed by Rhodin et al. while re-estimating 

the parameters.103 A sigmoidal Emax-type maturation model described by PMA, in 

combination with allometric weight scaling was used to characterize the maturation of GFR 

as seen in equation 7:  

𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑢 = (
𝑊𝑇

70
)
0.75

×
𝑃𝑀𝐴𝑖

𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑀𝐴𝑖
𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙 + 𝑃𝑀𝐴50𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙

 (7) 

where 𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙 = the shape factor of the maturation curve and 𝑃𝑀𝐴50 = the PMA when the 

maturation of the GFR reaches 50% of adult value. Individual PMA was calculated for 

each subject by addition to their PNA, either the recorded GA or 37 weeks when GA was 

missing, representing a typical gestation period. 

To account for endogenous and maternal creatinine concentrations as well as the age-

dependent change in renal function, Ceriotti et al. developed a prediction model for the 

mean value of SCr level for a specific age104 as seen in equation 8: 

𝑆𝐶𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = − 0.02324− 0.14545×ln𝑃𝑁𝐴+ 0.26964× 𝑃𝑁𝐴0.5 (8) 

The influence of SCr on gentamicin clearance was described by the individual SCr 

standardized by the mean SCr for a specific age. An inverse relationship between time-

varying 𝑆𝑐𝑟 and 𝐶𝐿 was examined in equation 9. 
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𝐹𝑠𝑐𝑟 = (
𝑆𝐶𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

𝑆𝐶𝑟𝑖
)𝑆𝐶𝑟 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 (9) 

𝐶𝐿𝑖(
𝐿

ℎ𝑟
/70𝑘𝑔) = 𝑡𝑣𝐶𝐿× 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑢 ×𝐹𝑠𝑐𝑟 (10) 

where 𝐶𝐿𝑖  = the individual clearance, and, 

𝑡𝑣𝐶𝐿 is the typical mean parameter value, and the body size descriptor was standardized 

to 70 kg. Gentamicin is water-soluble and mainly distributed into extracellular water. The 

changes of the proportion of extracellular water in the body weight results from age to 

environment and activities. The impact of the maturation of the extracellular water on the 

central volume of distribution of gentamicin was described by an exponential model 

(equation 11) using the PNA as a predictor reported by Holford et al.105 

 V1 = 𝑡𝑣𝑉1 ×
𝑊𝑇

70
×(1 + 𝛽𝑣𝑜𝑙 ×𝑒−𝑃𝑁𝐴×

ln2
𝑇𝑣𝑜𝑙)  (11) 

where 𝑉1  = the volume of distribution of the central compartment,  

𝑇𝑣𝑜𝑙  = the maturation half-life of the age-related changes of 𝑉1  and fixed to 9.65 weeks, 

obtained from a previous report, and, 

𝛽𝑣𝑜𝑙  = the fractional difference between an adult and a neonate at birth and fixed at 0.614 

from the same report.105,106  

Additional covariate analysis, after accounting for the structural and physiologically 

relevant covariates, was performed using a step-wise forward additive approach followed 

by a step-wise backward elimination approach with an alpha of 0.05 and 0.001, 

respectively. An improvement in the precision of the parameter estimate as measured by 

relative standard error (RSE), along with a decrease in between-subject variability and 
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residual variability were used to determine the importance of the tested covariate as a 

significant predictor of drug PK.  

Based on the final covariate model, doses of gentamicin at different ages were simulat ed 

to achieve a Cmax of 10 mg/L under once-daily dosing regimen. Clinical covariates (age 

and weight) for a typical patient were based on the 50th percentile estimates of weight per 

age as provided by the Center for Disease Control standard growth charts for infants and 

children. The mean level of serum creatinine at the corresponding age and a gestational age 

of 37 weeks were used for the simulation. 

2.4. Model Evaluation 

Model evaluation was based on various methods of evaluating the predictive capability of 

the final model on individual data. To identify trends for model misspecification , 

normalized prediction distribution errors (NPDEs) were generated using 1,000 simulations 

for each observation in the original dataset. A nonparametric bootstrap resampling method 

was used to evaluate the robustness of the final PK model. Resampling with replacement 

generated 200 bootstrap datasets, and the final population PK model was fitted repeatedly 

to each of the 200 bootstrap datasets. The median and 95% confidence interval obtained 

from this step were compared with the final parameter estimates. Besides, the prediction-

corrected visual predictive check (pcVPC) with 1,000 simulated datasets was also 

performed.107 Results from the pcVPC were assessed using a graphical comparison of the 

appropriate 90% prediction intervals from the simulated data and were visually explored 

in comparison with overlaid observed data from the original dataset.  

External evaluation was conducted using 3 different approaches:  
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1. The 30% of the original data (n=1,013) obtained from random sampling was used to 

compare our model with previously published pediatric models developed for a similar age 

range. Simulations were performed using the R package mrgsolve (v 0.8.10) to obtain 

individual predictions, with patients’ clinical covariates and study design in the 30% of the 

original data, and the developed and literature-reported models. The predictive 

performance of the developed and literature-reported models was assessed both visually 

(predicted concentration versus observed concentration plots and pcVPC plots) and 

numerically. Bias and precision were calculated for each model using the prediction error 

(PE, mg/L) and the root mean square error (RMSE, mg/L) as shown in equations 12 and 

13. 

 𝑃𝐸𝑖 = 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑖 − 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑖  (12) 

 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
1

𝑁
× ∑ 𝑃𝐸𝑖

2
𝑁

𝑖=1
 

(13) 

 

 

2. Our model was used to predict the adult profile, which was then compared to reported 

data.108–110 Simulations were performed with reported mean values of adults’ covariates 

and study design in the three studies, and our covariate model.  

3. The renal maturation over age across different published models was compared with the 

corresponding output from our model.  
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3. Results 

3.1. Patients and Data 

A total of 3,370 pediatric patients with 6,459 gentamicin concentration-time data points 

met the screening criteria as specified in Figure 2-1 and were used for PK model 

building (n=2,357) and evaluation (n=1,013). Among all subjects, gentamicin was given 

as a 30-min infusion once daily on average and was initiated at a median total daily dose 

of 5 mg/kg in infants, children and adolescents, 4 mg/kg in full-term neonates and 2.5 

mg/kg in premature neonates.  

Figure 2-1 Workflow of cleaning the original dataset for model development and 

evaluation 
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Less than 4% of the concentration measurements (n=383) were reported as below the lower 

limit of quantitation (LLOQ), which were removed from the analysis. Key patient 

demographics for all subjects are presented in Table 2-1. The demographics in model-

building and evaluation datasets are mostly comparable. There are 57% and 60% of the 

pediatric patients of 1-day-old age in the model building and evaluation datasets, 

respectively. Median fat-free mass (FFM) was 1.94 kg for both model-building and 

evaluation datasets with a similar range of 0.46 to 88 kg.  
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Table 2-1 Patient characteristics (demographic and clinical) at baseline for pediatric 
patients in the population analysis for model development and evaluation datasets 
 

Characteristic 

Model-Building 

Dataset  

Median (Range) / N 

(%) 

Model-Evaluation Dataset 

Median (Range) / N (%) 

Number of subjects 2,357 1,013 

Female/Male  965(41%) / 1392(59%) 448 (44%) / 565(56%) 

Number of patients in each age range (%) 

< 28 days, premature 947 (40.2) 407 (40.2) 

< 28 days, full-term 840 (35.7) 361 (35.6) 

28 days – 2 years old 273 (11.6) 117 (11.5) 

2 – 12 years old 177 (7.5) 77 (7.6) 

12 – 19 years old 116 (4.9) 51 (5.0) 

Weight (kg) 

< 28 days, premature 2.51 (0.35-5.9) 2.50 (0.47-5.17) 

< 28 days, full-term 3.43 (1.1-5.83) 3.37 (1.19-5.90) 

28 days – 2 years old 4.62 (1.16-14.9) 5.30 (0.93-13.3) 

2 – 12 years old 21.5 (8.9-69.7) 23.8 (10.4-88.6) 

12 – 19 years old 56.5 (16.2-123.8) 59.1 (17.7-188) 

Height (cm) 50 (10-193) 50 (21-191) 

Gestational age (weeks) 37 (21-42) 37 (22-42) 

Postnatal age (days) 1 (1-6924) 1 (1-6863) 

Postmenstrual age (weeks) 38 (21-1026) 38 (22-1017) 

Serum creatinine (mg/dL)1 0.66 (0.14-3.8) 0.66 (0.13-3.53) 

Creatinine clearance 

(ml/min/1.73 m2)2 
31 (3.7-120) 31 (7.8-120) 

Gentamicin dosing regimen 
(mg/kg) 

3.5 (0.25-15) 3.6 (0.42-15) 

Number of gentamicin doses 
per patient 

5 (2-69) 5 (2-49) 
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Number of gentamicin 
samples per patient 

2 (1-23) 2 (1-22) 

Sampling time after the dose 
(hour)  

22.2 (0.01-99.35) 22.5 (0.02-71.45) 

Gentamicin conc (mg/L) 1.2 (0.3-45.3) 1.1 (0.3-22.3) 

Number of occasions 1 (1-5) 1 (1-5) 
 

1 
Laboratory data were collected on multiple occasions based on the need for clinical practice. The 

laboratory data in the 24 hours of the pharmacokinetic sampling was used for covariate analysis.  

2
 Creatinine clearance was estimated using the modified bedside Schwartz method.  

3.2. Population Pharmacokinetic Model 

A two-compartmental model provided the most reasonable fit of the data and was thus 

retained for subsequent covariate model development. The typical values of 𝐶𝐿 and 𝑉𝑐 

were estimated to be 4.6 L/h/70kg and 18 L/70kg, respectively. TBW had better predictive 

performance than FFM and NFM with respect to OFV (Table 2-2). TBW scaling model 

reported 125 and 54 unit lower OFV than those in the FFM and NFM scaling models, 

respectively. The final covariate model with FFM reported 34 unit higher OFV than that in 

the final covariate model with TBW. However, given the hydrophilic nature of gentamicin 

and the inclusion of nearly 15% (n=41) of the obese children—those with body mass index 

(BMI) at or above the 95th percentile for their peers of the same age and sex— older than 

2-year-old in our study, FFM was expected to be a better body size descriptor than actual body 

weight or NFM, and therefore was included in the final model. After the inclusion of 

allometric scaling, there was still an apparent trend between age and between-subject 

variability of 𝐶𝐿. The inclusion of the effect of maturation of the GFR on 𝐶𝐿 improved the 

model-data fit and decreased the between-subject-variability (BSV) on 𝐶𝐿 by 32% from 

75% to 43%. (Table 2-2). The inclusion of the effect of individual SCr concentration 
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measurements on 𝐶𝐿 improved the model-data fit (ΔOFV= -149) and decreased the BSV 

on 𝐶𝐿 by 4.0%.  

 

Table 2-2 Model-building steps demonstrating random effects and covariates inclusion 

Model Covariate OFV 
Delta 

OFV 

BSV 

(%CV) 

on CL 

(L/hr) 

BSV 

(%CV) 

on Vc 

(L) 

BSV 

(%CV) 

on Vp 

(L) 

1 

Base Model 

with allometric 
total weight 

scaling 

15191  74 46 120 

2 

Model 1 + 
correlation 

between CL and 
Vc 

15013 - 178 74 42 128 

3 
Model 2 + 

𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑢 on CL 
12420 - 2593 43 66 66 

4 
Model 3 + 𝐹𝑠𝑐𝑟 

on CL 
12376 - 44 40 53 64 

5 
Model 4 + 

extracellular 
water on Vc 

12202 -174 40 52 60 

6 
Base Model 

with allometric 

FFM1 scaling 

15316   76 46 122 

7 

Model 6 + 
correlation 

between CL and 
Vc 

15140 -176 75 38 130 

8 
Model 7 + 

𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑢 on CL 
12429 -2711 43 56 74 

9 
Model 8 + 𝐹𝑠𝑐𝑟 

on CL 
12280 -149 39 54 64 

10 
Model 9 + 

extracellular 

water on Vc 

12236 -44 39 49 67 
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11 
Base Model 
with NFM2 

scaling 

15245  75 52 121 

 

1 
FFM: fat free mass

  

2 
NFM: normal fat mass 

The inclusion of the physiological maturation of extracellular water as a percentage of body 

weight on 𝑉1  had a moderate influence on BSV (-5.0%) although there was improvement 

in terms of OFV (ΔOFV= -44). Table 2-3 presetns the population PK parameter estimates 

and their RSEs from the final model as well as the final model for gentamicin 𝐶𝐿 

incorporating FFM, maturation of GFR and SCr concentration measurement. In the table , 

4.6 L/hr is the typical 𝐶𝐿 value of gentamicin for a subject weighing FFM 70kg with 

matured GFR and individual SCr concentration measurement equal to the expected mean 

SCr. The BSV (%CV) for gentamicin 𝐶𝐿 and 𝑉1  were 39% and 49%, respectively. A 

decrease of 519 in OFV was observed after including BSV on 𝐶𝐿 and 𝑉1 . With an addition 

of the correlation between 𝐶𝐿 and 𝑉1 , OFV further decreased by 176. The inclusion of 

BOV on any of the PK parameters did not improve the model fitting significantly. The 

estimated proportional residual error was 42%.  

Table 2-3 Population pharmacokinetic parameter estimates and corresponding bootstrap 
estimates 

Population PK 

Parameter 
Unit 

Final Model  Bootstrap  

Parameter 

Estimate 
RSE (%)2 

Mean 

Value 

95% Confidence 

Interval 

CL 
L/hour/70

kg 
4.57 0.57 4.59 4.40 - 4.75 

Q 
L/hour/70

kg 
1.07 0.61 1.07 0.97 - 1.13 

Vc L/70kg 18.1 0.88 18.0 17.2 - 18.6 
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Vp L/70kg 17.1 0.58 17.2 14.8 - 18.8 

BSV 1 on CL [% 
shrinkage] 

%CV 39 [20] 0.23 40 39-40 

BSV on Vc [% 

shrinkage] 
%CV 49 [20] 0.87 50 40-60 

Correlation between 

CL-Vc 

[% shrinkage] 

%CV 99 0.52 99  

BSV on Vp 

[% shrinkage] 
%CV 67 [74] 9.0 68 59-76 

𝑷𝑴𝑨𝟓𝟎 weeks 45.3 0.51 45.5 44.2 - 46.8 

𝑯𝒊𝒍𝒍  3.38 1.29 3.38 3.17 - 3.58 

𝑺𝑪𝒓 𝒑𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 𝒆𝒙𝒑𝒐𝒏𝒆𝒏𝒕  0.31 0.37 0.31 0.25 - 0.38 

𝑻𝒗𝒐𝒍 weeks 9.65 FIX   

𝜷𝒗𝒐𝒍  0.614 FIX   

Proportional error % 42 1.38 42 40 - 43 
 

1
 Between-subject variability.  

2 
Relative standard error (%) 

3
 Final covariate model: 

 CL = 4.57 × (
FFM

70
)
0.75

×
PMA3.38

PMA3.38+453.38× (
SCrmean

SCri

)0.31
; V1 = 18.1 ×

FFM

70
× (1 + 0.614 × e−PNA×

ln2

9.65) 

3.3. Model Evaluation 

The goodness of fit plots for the base and final models demonstrated a good improvement 

with the adequate distribution of population-predicted concentrations around the line of 

unity and no obvious trends for model misspecification or bias (Figure 2-2). Individua l 

fitting plots of representative patients among different pediatric age groups are displayed 

in Figure 2-3. The mean PK parameter estimates and 95% confidence intervals from the 

bootstrap analysis are presented in Table 2-3. Estimates of PK parameters, between-subject 
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variability, and unexplained residual variability derived from the bootstrap analysis were 

comparable with the typical values derived from the original data set. 

Figure 2-2 (A) Observed vs. individual predicted gentamicin plasma concentrations (B) 

Observed vs. population-predicted gentamicin plasma concentrations (C) Normalized 
prediction distribution error vs. time after the previous dose (D) Normalized prediction 
distribution error vs. population predicted gentamicin plasma concentrations 

 

Figure 2-3 Individual fitting plots of representative patients in different age groups: (A) 
premature neonates (1 -– < 28 days) (B) full-term neonates (1 - < 28 days) (C) infants (28 

days -< 2 year) (D) children (2 - < 12 year) (E) adolescents (12 - < 19 year). The solid 
points represent the observations and the solid lines represent the individual predictions. 
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Additionally, the pcVPC plot for the final covariate model shows that the population trend 

and variability in the data was well predicted as seen in Figure 2-4. Based on equation 10, 

the change in CL as a function of postnatal age and varying degrees of renal function is 

shown in Figure 2-5. Body weight was chosen based on the corresponding age as available 

in the CDC growth charts. 

Figure 2-4 Prediction corrected visual predictive check plot based on 1,000 simulations 

associated with this study’s final population pharmacokinetic model (n=2,357) 
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A graphical comparison of the 90% prediction interval from the observed data (open circles) and the 
simulated data (shaded area). The solid lines indicate (from bottom to top) the 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles 
of the observed data and the corresponding shaded areas represent the equivalent percentiles from the model 

simulations. The dotted line is the median of the shaded region for each percentile. 

 

Figure 2-5 Model-predicted gentamicin clearance for (A) 0-20 years of age with varying 
degrees of renal function and (B) 0-2 years of age with varying degrees of renal function.  
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The  lines are the clearances at corresponding ages based on our final covariate model. Age=0 would be a 

full term neonate with a PMA of 37 weeks. 
In the first approach to an external evaluation, five population PK models of gentamicin 

developed for the pediatric population of age distributions similar to that in this dataset 

were evaluated on the dataset used for the model evaluation.94,95,111–113 These models, 

together with the final model from this study, were tested for their predictive performance 
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with the external data set. Prediction corrected VPC obtained from all six models generated 

during the external evaluation are displayed in Figure 2-6. Of all the six models evaluated, 

the final population model developed in our analysis was the least biased (median 

prediction error, 0.0127 mg/L) and was robust in terms of precision (root mean square error, 

2.04 mg/L), as summarized in Table 2-4. In five pediatric subjects with ages of 1-day, 1-

month, 6-month, 2-year and 12-year and corresponding mean bodyweights based on the 

CDC growth chart, their typical gentamicin CL and Vc values based on the six models 

were compared in Table 2-5. 

Figure 2-6 Prediction corrected visual predictive check plot based on 1,000 simulations 

associated with this study’s final population pharmacokinetic model and five other 
published population pharmacokinetic models of gentamicin in children generated during 
the model evaluation (n=1,013) 

Final Model Lopez et al. 201095 

  

De-Cock et al. 201494 Llanos-Paez et al. 2017111 

  

Lares-Asseff et al. 2016113 Medellin-Garibay et al. 2015112 
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A graphical comparison of the 90% prediction interval from the observed data and the simulated data 
(shaded area). The solid lines indicate (from bottom to top) the 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles of the observed 
data and the corresponding shaded areas represent the equivalent percentiles from the model simulations. 

The dotted line is the median of the shaded region for each percentile. 

Table 2-4 Summary of the validation of the final model and literature-reported models 
using the evaluation dataset (n=1,013) 

Model 
Number of 

Patients 

Median (range)/ Mean ± SD  
Median PE1 
(95%CI), 

mg/L 

RMSE2, 
mg/L 

Age 

Body 

Weight, 
kg 

CRCL, 

ml/min/1.73
m2 

Final 
Model  

2,357 
pediatric 

patients 

1 day 
(1day-19 

years) 

3.24  
(0.35-124) 

31 
(7.8-120) 

-0.0127 
(-0.10, 0.08) 

2.04 

Lopez et 
al. 201095 

50 neonates, 
infants, and 

children 

5.3 months  
(1day-15 
years) 

4.8  
(2-80) 

NR 
0.0130 

(-0.08, 0.10) 
1.98 

Llanos-
Paez et al. 

2017111 

423 pediatric 

oncology 
patients 

5.2 years 
(0.2-18 years) 

19.4  

(4.8-
102.8) 

114.4  
(11.5-206.5) 

0.20 
(0.10, 0.31) 

2.39 

De-Cock 
et al. 

201494 

717 neonates, 

infants and 
children 

2 day 

(1day-15 
years) 

2.6  

(0.4-80) 
NR 

0.29 

(0.18, 0.41) 
2.66 

Lares-
Asseff et 

al. 2016113 

26 children 
with 

malnutrition 

1.7 years 
(0.25-5 years) 

7.1 ± 2.40 NR 
-0.87 

(-0.97, -0.79) 
2.29 

Medellin-
Garibay 

et al. 

2015112 

208 infants 
5.8 ± 4.8 
months 

6.4 ± 2.2 76. 7 ± 36.9 
-0.81 

(-0.90, -0.72) 
2.28 

 

1
 PE = prediction error 

2
 RMSE = root mean square error 

3
 NR = not reported 
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Table 2-5 Comparisons of PK parameters estimates in typical subjects of different ages 
based on the developed and the literature-reported models 

 Model 

Age (Median 

(range)/ Mean 

± SD) 

1-

day 

1-

month 

6-

month 

2-

year  
12-year 

Typical 

values of 

CL 

Final Model 
1 day 

(1day-19 years) 
0.17 0.25 0.66 1.24 2.60 

Lopez et al. 

201095 

5.3 months 

(1day-15 years) 
0.11 0.21 0.41 0.71 2.38 

Llanos-Paez 
et al. 2017111 

5.2 years 

(0.2-18 years) 
0.14 0.23 0.75 1.71 3.68 

De-Cock et al. 

201494 

2 day 

(1day-15 years) 
0.16 0.27 0.77 1.84 11.9 

Lares-Asseff 
et al. 2016113 

1.7 years 

(0.25-5 years) 
0.15 0.44 0.78 1.22 2.18 

Medellin-
Garibay et al. 

2015112 

5.8 ± 4.8 

months 
0.44 0.60 1.00 1.66 4.95 

Typical 
values of 

Vc 

Final Model 
1 day 

(1day-19 years) 
1.46 1.69 2.21 3.26 8.53 

Lopez et al. 

201095 
5.3 months 

(1day-15 years) 
1.23 1.58 2.73 4.41 14.0 

Llanos-Paez 
et al. 2017111 

5.2 years 

(0.2-18 years) 
1.08 1.39 2.41 3.89 10.2 

De-Cock et al. 

201494 

2 days 

(1day-15 years) 
1.31 1.59 2.41 3.46 8.32 

Lares-Asseff 
et al. 2016113 

1.7 years 

(0.25-5years) 
1.38 1.66 2.50 3.57 8.42 

Medellin-
Garibay et al. 

2015112 

5.8 ± 4.8 

months 
1.23 1.58 2.73 4.41 14.0 
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Second, the typical parameter estimates from the final model could adequately predict the 

observed PK data from healthy adults in prior studies in the literature (Figure 2-7).108–110 

One prior study involved gentamicin administered at a dose of 5mg/kg/day in 3 equally 

divided doses per day for 10 days (n=10).108 Another two prior studies administered 

gentamicin at a single dose of 1.25 mg/kg (n=10) and 5 mg/kg (n=11), respectively.  

Figure 2-7 The predicted adult profile based on the typical values in our final covariate 
model, overlapped with reported observed adult PK data108–110  

 

 

The solid lines represent the population predictions at below doses for a typical patient weighing 70 kg and 

the solid circles represent the dose-normalized mean observed concentrations over time after dose 
administration. 
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Finally, the renal maturation curve was evaluated. There are only a few published models 

developed in pediatric populations that included age-dependent renal maturation 

function.95,103,113–116 Comparisons of model-based gentamicin CL renal maturation curves 

in our final model and the models developed from pediatric populations were presented in 

Figure 2-8.95,103,113–116 The age to 50% maturation was estimated to be 8.1 weeks in our 

model. The age to 50% maturation in prior published models ranged from < 0.1 week to 

26 weeks. 

Figure 2-8 Comparisons of model-based gentamicin clearance renal maturation curves 

 

The curves are normalized by renal maturation degree at the largest observed age (Age=0 would be a full 

term neonate with a postmenstrual age of 37 weeks) in the final model (referred in the legend as Wang et al.) 
and previously published models developed in pediatric populations.

95,103,113–116
 

4. Discussion 

A population PK model is required as a prior model for Bayesian updating and forecasting. 

This research developed and externally evaluated a population PK model of gentamicin in 
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pediatric patients from premature neonates to young adults up to 19-year-old. Before the 

present research, there was no population analysis that also examined young adults in a 

neonatal gentamicin PK dataset. Organ function maturation and allometric scaling play an 

important role in predicting the PK of many drugs in neonates and young children, and the 

latter is often sufficient in children >2 years of age with normal kidney function. There are 

two schools of thought regarding allometric scaling: To estimate the exponents or not to 

estimate the exponents. The allometric scaling relationship was derived from a general 

model that described how essential materials were transported through space-filling fractal 

networks of branching tubes.117 The use of these exponent coefficients (0.75 and 1.0) is 

supported by fractal geometric concepts and observations from diverse areas in biology. 117 

The European Medicine Agency (EMA) has recently put out a note in their FAQ’s for 

analyzing pediatric data regarding the choice of fixing or estimating allometric exponents. 

EMA clearly suggests that fixing to theoretical values makes more sense.118 

Our final covariate model included effects of renal function maturation over postmenstrual 

age and the deviation from normal kidney function on gentamicin 𝐶𝐿. This enhanced the 

model capacity to estimate gentamicin 𝐶𝐿 with higher accuracy (Relative standard error: 

0.57%) in pediatric patients of diverse ages and variable renal function levels. Allometric 

weight scaling was included on all PK parameters in this study. Several previously 

published models developed in pediatric populations covering ages similar to those in this 

study were limited in that they failed to recognize the true compartmental structure, or 

included the impact of body size descriptor, physiological maturation of renal function and 

the maturational changes of body composition as well as the deviation from normal renal 
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function.94,95,111–113 In comparison with prior reports, the final model developed in the 

current research delivered good predictive performance when applied to the external 

evaluation dataset.94,95,111–113  

The selection of a two-compartment model with the first-order elimination to describe the 

disposition of gentamicin in this study is in agreement with the previous studies in a recent 

review by Llanos-Paez et al..93 A PK model developed from healthy adults’ PK data of rich 

plasma sampling profiles by the authors displayed a two-phase decline after a dosing 

administration with the third elimination phase starting at around 48 hours after the 

dosing.108 A majority of the population PK studies in pediatric patients have been 

conducted in only the neonatal population (76%).93 Prior studies in neonates or infants did 

not use a maturation function on 𝐶𝐿 as the age range was too narrow.93 Hence, a direct 

comparison of the 𝐶𝐿 values from these studies to the 𝐶𝐿 estimates from our study cannot 

be made. Of the 21 models developed in pediatric populations, only two were of a similar 

age range (1 day to 15 years old) to that in this study.94,95 The typical gentamicin 𝐶𝐿 in the 

two prior reports for a 15-year-old patient weighing FFM 70 kg with a normal kidney 

function were 3.4 L/hr and 27.2 L/hr, respectively. One used a power function of PNA 

standardized by the median PNA95 and the other used a body weight-dependent exponent 

function to describe the maturation of the renal function.94 However, based on our model, 

the typical CL estimate in a subject weighing 70 kg with a normal kidney function was 

estimated to be 4.6 L/hr, which is in agreement with previous reports about 31 healthy 

adults (4.8 L/hr) ,108–110 and 939 adult hospitalized patients (4.3 L/hr).119  
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The physiological maturation of extracellular water modeled as a percentage of body 

weight was borrowed from a previous study.105,106 As the maturation of extracellular water 

results from a postnatal adjustment to the environment and activities, the extracellular 

water maturation curve was described by an exponential model as a function of postnatal 

age. After including the physiological maturation of extracellular water in the final model, 

the central volume of the distribution (𝑉1 ) was estimated to be 18 L as opposed to 25 L in 

the model without this term, in a subject weighing 70 kg. The 34% decrease in the typical 

value after adding the impact of extracellular water maturation may be explained by the 

61% (𝛽𝑣𝑜𝑙) more extracellular water in the bodyweight in neonates and infants than that in 

adults. The estimated 𝑉1  (18 L) after including the physiological maturation of extracellular 

water in the final model was consistent with the reports (18.7-19.6 L) in several studies in 

adult patients.119–121 The estimated Vc (25 L) without including the influence of the 

maturation of extracellular water over age was similar to a prior report of 24.5 L based on 

a pediatric population of similar ages to those in this study.95 Based on the prior report,105 

it takes about ten months for the percentage of extracellular water in body weight to 

decrease to a similar level with adults. Hence, in order to bridge the gap between young 

adults and pediatric practice in this area, we identified weight and the percentage of 

extracellular water in body weight as significant predictors of the change of the volume of 

distribution in the central compartment over age.  

Different body size descriptors were used in previous studies.94,95,111 Based on our model, 

TBW had better a predictive performance than FFM and NFM (Table 2-2). However, FFM 

was expected to be a better body size descriptor in obese patients than TBW or NFM. FFM 
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had a good correlation with TBW in non-obese patients. Therefore, FFM was included in 

the final model. Llanos et al. selected FFM as the body size descriptor because FFM fit the 

data best compared with TBW and NFM,111 even though TBW was able to explain larger 

between-subject variabilities of gentamicin 𝐶𝐿, 𝑉1  and 𝑉2  . In their study, there was no 

significant improvement (ΔOFV= -3.5) in model fitting between using TBW and FFM in 

the final covariate model.111  

Neonates and infants have a very low percentage of body fat. FFM is characterized down 

to 2 years. There were 293 patients aged 2 to 19 years of the 2,357 patients in our model 

building dataset, which is the largest dataset so far for pediatric patients in the 2-19 year 

age range. The large sample size in this study should lend support to the identification of 

FFM as the appropriate body size descriptor in the model. We found that in the subgroup 

analysis for patients older than 2 years, the final model using FFM had significantly lower 

OFV than the one using TBW (P<0.001).  

In neonates and infants, PMA was a better descriptor of maturational changes in GFR than 

other types of age as it accounts for the maturation that occured during the gestation.83 To 

describe the nonlinear relationship between GFR maturation and PMA, a sigmoidal Emax 

model was used that was originally developed in a study including 923 patients ranging 

from premature neonates to young adults up to 19-years-old with half of the adult GFR 

value (𝑃𝑀𝐴50) at 55.4 weeks (95% CI 51.2–60.2), and a 𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙 coefficient of 3.33 (95%CI 

2.97–3.71).103 Our model estimated 𝑃𝑀𝐴50 and the 𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙 factor to be 45 weeks and 3.38. 

For a full-term baby, about 35% of adult GFR level was reached at birth, which was 

consistent with a previous published report.88  
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Serum creatinine is not  generally considered a good marker to describe renal function 

maturation in pediatric patients because the Scr levels in the first few weeks of life in 

neonates are confounded with the maternal SCr level. However, given a patient’s age, 

elevated SCr levels appear to be a marker of the individual’s renal dysfunction, which is 

not accounted for in the GFR maturation (equation 7). According to our final model, the 

estimated power exponent of SCr standardized by the mean expected SCr level was 0.32, 

which suggests that a two-fold increase in the SCr level will lead to a 25% decrease in 

gentamicin CL. This was similar to a prior report of 32% decrease in infants and children 

by Llanos et al.111 Between-subject variability in 𝐶𝐿 decreased by 4.0% after including the 

impact of SCr on gentamicin 𝐶𝐿. There were 0.16 to 3.2 fold differences observed in 

SCrM/SCr ratios in the original dataset. Based on our model, severe renal impairment can 

lead to as much as 60% lower 𝐶𝐿 among patients with the same PMA and weight. For 

example, gentamicin 𝐶𝐿 1.6 L/hr for a 2-year-old child with adequate renal function and 

0.7 L/hr for a child of the same age and weight but with severe renal impairment (Figure 

2-5). Our model demonstrates that in the presence of renal impairment, dose modifications 

in pediatric populations are needed to avoid elevated drug exposure and potential 

nephrotoxicity and ototoxicity. The model also suggests significant dose reductions are 

necessary to achieve an exposure comparable to that for older children due to the immature 

renal function in infants of ages < 2-year-old. Approximately 10 % of the patients have 

more than one occasion. The BOV (CV%) on 𝐶𝐿 was estimated to be 5.7% with a high 

Shrinkage (CV%) of 82%. There was no decrease observed in OFV and the residual error 

variability after adding BOV on 𝐶𝐿 or 𝑉1  independently. 
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The model-predicted dose decreases from birth (4.0 mg/kg) to 2-year-old (3.0mg/kg) and 

then continues to decrease until around 18-year-old (2.7 mg/kg) with a targeted Cmax of 10 

mg/L under the once-daily dosing regimen. The simulated dose values suggest that for 

young children, particularly those younger than 2-year old, an increase in the bodyweight-

normalized dose is required to provide an exposure comparable to that for an older child.  

For example, the model-predicted dose for a 6- month-old child weighing 6.3 kg would be 

3.1 mg/kg every 24 hours, which is a 6-20% dose decrease as compared to the predicted 

dose of 3.3-3.9 mg/kg in a once-daily regimen based on prior models.94,95,111–11 3 

Our model was developed using the largest and most comprehensive dataset up to date, 

including populations with a wide variety of age and TBW ranges. The covariate model 

building process wasbased on a physiologically plausible covariate parameterization 

informed by principles of allometric-scaling. These two factors contributed to the better 

predictive performance of the final model relative to other published models. The typical 

𝐶𝐿 and 𝑉1  values of the final model and other published models are generally similar as 

shown in Table 2-5. However, some differences exist. For example, De-Cock et al. used a 

TBW derived function as the allometric-scaling exponent for 𝐶𝐿, which was not supported 

by any physiological principles. As to the difference between the typical 𝑉1 value reported 

by the final model and the one reported by Medellin-Garibay et al., it could be possibly 

due to these researchers’ use of TBW instead of FFM for allometric scaling. 

Retrospective reviews are subject to limitations associated with the available data in the 

medical charting. This study is no exception considering the sparse number of samples per 

patient per dose collected from the available TDM data and the limited availability of t 
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individual weight and height records before the treatment. As a result, over-predictions 

were observed when the exact infusion times were not recorded. 

In conclusion, a comprehensive population PK model was constructed that expanded the 

gentamicin PK by adding young adults to the area of study. Our final model showed the 

smallest median prediction error and the narrowest 95% CI in the evaluation dataset in 

comparison with published models. This suggests that the developed model was the least 

biased, allowing for reasonable estimation of the PK of gentamicin using the subject 

demographic data alone. The developed model is capable of providing prior information for 

all pediatric age groups, with good agreement with the adults’ results, and can be used for 

initial dose individualization and adaptive dose adjustment of gentamicin in pediatric 

patients to improve the achievement of exposure targets. Future work will focus on 

informing individualized gentamicin dosing by Bayesian updating and forecasting 

approaches with the results from this study serving as priors.  

5. Conclusions 

To date, this is the largest evaluation of gentamicin population pharmacokinetics in 

pediatric patients from premature neonates to young adults. The model described in this 

study presents the first population PK model for gentamicin in the whole pediatric age 

spectrum ranging from 1-day-old newborns to 19-year-old young adults. The model was 

developed by a physiologically plausible covariate parameterization informed by 

principles of allometric scaling, GFR maturation described by PMA, and standardization 

for the age-expected SCr concentration measurement, which could provide a basis for the 

development of individualized dosing regimen in future.   
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Chapter 3: Precision Dosing of Gentamicin in Pediatrics via Bayesian Forecasting 

1. Introduction 

Gentamicin was the most frequently prescribed antibiotic in NICU based on a surveillance 

study of antibiotic use in 1,607 infants admitted into NICU between 2012 and 2013.122 

Gentamicin is administered to neonatal patients to treat several types of Gram-negative 

bacteria-caused infections including sepsis, urinary tract infections, and respiratory tract 

infections.11 The efficacy of gentamicin is directly related to its Cmax at the steady state, 

with the goal of therapy being achieved at a Cmax/ MIC ratio of 8-10.47,48 The persistent 

accumulation of gentamicin in renal tubules can be nephrotoxic, which is reflected in 

AUC.123 Ctrough can be a surrogate measure of gentamicin toxicity (Ctrough < 1 mg/L to avoid 

toxicity). Although AUC is not routinely monitored in clinical practice, EI-Sayed et al.  

reported that Ctrough
 was well correlated with AUC and thus could be an appropriate 

surrogate measure and a practical method to monitor gentamicin dosing.92 Gentamicin 

maximum and trough concentrations are used as therapeutic index in clinical practice. They 

are routinely collected and measured in pediatric populations to maximize efficacy and 

minimize toxicities.  

Gentamicin is initially dosed according to empirical guidelines in preterm and term 

neonates.38,124–126 Then TDM is applied and dose adjustment is performed empirically in 

NICU and PICU. A recent study evaluated the performance of neonatal dosing guidelines 

for achieving the target maximum and trough concentrations of gentamicin by NeoFax®, 

the RedBook, the Dutch National Formulary for Children, and the British National Formulary 

for Children.127 These dosing guidelines resulted in 75-82% of a target maximum 
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concentration achievement (5-12 mg/L) and only 35-65% of a target trough concentration 

achievement (<1 mg/L).127 Consequently. there were considerable variabilities in dosing 

regimen recommendations across the dosing guidelines.127  

Of the above dosing guidelines, NeoFax® is a web and mobile application provided by 

IBM Micromedex®.38 It is widely used in medical institutions across the US and provides 

initial dosing recommendations for gentamicin by grouping neonatal patients based on their 

PMA and PNA (Table 1-1).128 The dosing guideline was developed based on a population 

PK model developed in 177 neonates with limited validation performed for their capability 

of achieving the therapeutic targets.129 Trough concentrations of 1 mg/L or less were 

attained in 50% of dose simulations (n=5,000) based on NeoFax® dosing 

recommendations.127 Likewise, maximum concentrations of 5 to 12 mg/L, greater than 12 

mg/mL, and less than 5 mg/L were attained in 75%, 20%, and 6%, of the dose simulations , 

respectively.127 The NeoFax® dosing had a target achievement rate of 56% of a maximum 

concentration of Cmax/MIC of 5-12 mg/L in 73 newborns empirically treated with 

gentamicin.130 

Given that no quantitative approach is available to support the decision, clinical decisions 

on gentamicin dosing based on empirical dosing guidelines usually cannot ensure 

achieving the target peak and trough concentrations in individual patients. A full Bayesian 

analysis can optimize drug dosing in individual patients by estimating the probability of 

success of dosing recommendations. This analysis views model parameters as random 

variables that can be characterized with probabilities of distributions instead of specific 

values.131  
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Unlike maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and maximum a posteriori (MAP) Bayes, 

both of which treat the statistical estimates of a random variable as some fixed values such 

as the sample mean and variance, full Bayesian analysis views model parameters as random 

variables132–134 and leverages prior knowledge to interpret new data and yield the joint 

posterior distribution of model parameters.135 As an application of this statistical tool, we 

can derive the posterior distributions of drug exposure/response predictions by simulating 

the sampled model parameters from a full Bayesian analysis under dose regimens of 

interest.131 These distributions of drug exposure/response predictions can then be used to 

support probabilistic inferences and facilitate clinical decision making. Another advantage 

of a full Bayesian approach is that it can analyze and make use of data from heterogeneous 

sources such as data of patients with different diseases because the integration of prior 

knowledge into computations can stabilize the estimation process. A full Bayesian analysis 

is very computationally demanding. However, the increases in the computation speed and 

the development of new sampling algorithms over the past few decades have now made it 

possible for this analyses to be routinely conducted in clinical settings.136,137  

The objective of the research presented in this chapter was to synthesize prior knowledge 

and new individual data based on a full Bayesian approach to provide individualized dosing 

recommendations for new patients in clinical practice.131 In this research project, the model 

evaluation dataset (N=1,013) as described in Chapter 2 was used for Bayesian 

forecasting.138 The developed population PK model in Chapter 2 was used as a prior model 

in the analyses.138 A Bayesian approach was then adopted to develop a workflow of 

individualized dosing recommendations. 
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2. Methods 

2.1.Bayes Rule and Sensitivity Analysis  

Bayes rule is the basis for inference about model parameters (𝜃) given data (𝑦) and prior 

knowledge about model parameters (𝑝(𝜃)), which is the probability of the specified 

random variable: 

𝑝(𝜃|𝑦)  ∝  𝑝(𝜃)𝑝(𝑦|𝜃) 

The developed population PK model in Chapter 2 was based on the largest evaluation of 

gentamicin population PK in the whole pediatric age spectrum and the least biased in 

comparison with other published models.138 The developed model was capable of 

providing prior information for all pediatric age groups and could be used for initial dose 

individualization and adaptive dose adjustment of gentamicin in pediatric patients to 

improve the achievement of exposure targets. The model as described in Chapter 2 was 

used as a prior model in the Bayesian forecasting analyses in this chapter. The choice of an 

appropriate strength of priors was especially important when analyzing the sparse data. 

Hence, sensitivity analysis of the priors was performed based on the three categories of 

strong, moderate and weak priors as shown in Table 3-1.  

Table 3-1 Strengths for priors of model parameters in NONMEM script 
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Sensitivity analysis and subsequent Bayesian forecasting was performed with NONMEM 

7.4 (ICON, Gaithersburg, Maryland).131 R (v 3.6.1; Vienna, Austria) software was used for 

data exploration, statistical analysis, and graphical inspection of the results.139 In order to 

perform full Bayesian analysis, the priors for model parameters of fixed (thetas) and 

random (omegas and sigmas) effects were provided in $THETAP, $OMEGAP and 

$SIGMAP in NONMEM script.131 The fixed-effect parameters follow a multivariate 

normal distribution and the variance-covariance matrix of omegas and sigmas follows an 

inverse-Wishart distribution.140 A NTHETA (number of theta estimates) × NTHETA 

matrix for the variance-covariance of the theta priors of the present analysis is specified in 

Components  Definition Strong priors  Moderate priors  Weak priors  

$THETAP Theta priors Fixed to theta estimates from Chapter 2 

$THETAPV 
Variance of theta 

priors 

Fixed to estimates 

from the previous 

analysis 

Scaled up by 10 
Scaled up by 

100 

$OMEGAP Omega priors Fixed to omega estimates from Chapter 2 

$OMEGAPD 

Omega prior 

degrees of freedom 

(ODF) 

ODF=2,300 

 

ODF=200 

(Scaled down by 

10) 

ODF=20 

(Scaled down by 

100) 

$SIGMAP Sigma priors Fixed to sigma estimates from Chapter 2 

$SIGMAPD 
Sigma prior degrees 

of freedom (SDF) 

SDF=4500 

 

SDF=400 

(Scaled down by 

10) 

SDF=40 

(Scaled down by 

100) 
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$THETAPV. It controls the weight of the priors of the typical population values of CL, Vc, 

Q, and Vp, PMA at which GFR is 50% matured (PMA50), Hill factor and SCr power 

exponent. In order to examine the sensitivity of posterior distributions to theta priors, the 

matrix was set to be equal to 1 and scaled up to 10 and 100 fold of the variance-covariance 

matrix pertaining to the theta estimates from the previous study as described in Chapter 2. 

Smaller values in the variance-covariance matrix indicate lower uncertainty and greater 

influence of the prior on the posterior distribution in the full Bayesian estimation. 

The strength of omega prior can be adjusted with the degree of freedom for omega prior 

($OMEGAPD), which is also called the dispersion factor of the inverse-Wishart 

distribution.131 The smaller degree of freedom means that the omega/sigma priors are less 

informative. When the degree of freedom decreases to be equal to the number of the 

dimensions of the omega matrix, the omega prior becomes uninformative. The degree of 

freedom should be no larger than the total number of subjects in the previous analysis. 

Hence, the degree of freedom for omega prior was set to be equal to the approximate 

number of patients (2,300) in the model development and scaled down to 200 and 20 later 

on.  

Similarly, the strength of sigma prior can be adjusted using the degree of freedom for sigma 

prior ($SIGMAPD).131 The smaller degree of freedom means that the sigma prior is less 

informative. When the degree of freedom decreases to be equal to the number of the 

dimensions of the sigma matrix, the sigma prior becomes uninformative. The degree of 

freedom should be no larger than the total number of observations in the previous analysis  

used as a prior. Hence, the degree of freedom for omega prior was set to be equal to the 
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approximate number of observations’ (4,500) in the previous analysis and scaled down to 

400 and 40.  

The model estimation with a full Bayesian analysis was performed on parameters 

associated with strong and weak priors. In Bayesian statistics, a 95% credible interval is an 

interval within which a model parameter (e.g., a predicted drug exposure metric value) falls 

with a probability of 95% in the domain of a marginal posterior distribution. The average 

population typical parameters weighted according to their capability of explaining the data 

and their corresponding 95% credible intervals were retained and compared amongst one 

another using strong and weak priors. 

2.2.Model Diagnosis 

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) has become the primary method for performing 

simulation from a high dimensional joint posterior distribution in recent decades.141 

MCMC samples are randomly drawn from approximate distributions of model parameters. 

Each draw depends on the previous draw and forms a Markov chain.140 Eventually, a 

Markov chain converges to a stationary distribution. It is important to investigate if a 

Markov chain reaches a stationary stage before using the chain to obtain Monte Carlo 

estimates. Trace plots show the history of parameter values across the random draws of 

the chain. If the chain has converged and is stationary, the chain should not be showing 

any long-term trends and the average value of the chain should be roughly flat over 

iterations. It is worth noting that in a Markov chain, the first few thousand draws before 

reaching stationary phase is called the “burn-in phase” and should be discarded before 

using the stationary phase to obtain Monte Carlo random samples. In the project described 
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in this chapter, the maximum number of samples of the burn-in phase was set to be 5,000 

empirically. The MCMC chain was run for 10,000 samples to make an inference about 

posterior distributions of the parameters. Thinning of random samples was performed to 

retain the Bayesian records in the raw output file for every 20th iteration.131  

The initial value of a parameter estimate of a Markov chain can influence the chain’s 

convergence.140 For example, if the initial value is far from the bulk of the posterior 

distribution, it may take a long time for the chain to travel to the position of the posterior 

distribution. The impact of different initial values on MCMC convergence in a complex 

model that should be assessed, ideally, with a multiple-chain diagnosis by running multiple 

chains with different starting values. In order to minimize the influence of an initial value 

on the posterior distributions, the Monte Carlo estimates from multiple chains can be 

combined to generate the posterior distribution of a parameter. 

2.3.Model-based Initial Dosing Recommendation 

As shown in Step 1 in Figure 3-1, the parameter estimates (Table 2-3) from Chapter 2 

were used as priors in the full Bayesian analysis of the evaluation dataset (N=1,013) for a 

model-based initial dosing recommendation. In order to take into consideration the 

uncertainties from model parameters, ten random samples from the joint posterior 

distribution of the model parameters generated from the full Bayesian estimation were 

obtained for each individual in the dataset (N=1,013). As shown in Step 2, when a new 

patient comes in, based on the patient’s demographic information, a dosing regimen is 

recommended by NeoFax® (Table 3-2). Using the posteriors of population parameters 

calculated by the previous model, success metrics are computed and compared with the 
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predefined criteria provided by clinicians based on clinical diagnosis, the status of the 

patients, the infection type and the drug resistance. The success metrics here are the PTA 

rates for maximum concentration falling into the window of 8-10 mg/L and trough 

concentration less than 1 mg/L at steady state. If the success metrics are acceptable, the 

current dosing regimen from NeoFax® is recommended. As shown in Step 3 in Figure 3-

1, if the success metrics are not acceptable, a new dosing regimen is proposed with an 

incremental change in dose of 0.5 mg and/or a change in dosing interval of 12 hours to 

replace the dosing regimen recommended by NeoFax®.Afterward, the analysis is rerun and 

the success metrics recomputed. This is an iterative process that will continue until the 

success metrics achieve the predefined criteria. 

Figure 3-1 Workflow of model-based initial dosing recommendation 
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EHR, Electronic health record. The metrics are the probability of target attainment rates for maximum 

concentration falling into the window of 8~10 mg/L and trough concentration less than 1 mg/L. 

Table 3-2 Dosing algorithm and total daily doses in different pediatric age groups 

 PMA 
(weeks) 

PNA  
Dose 

(mg/kg) 

Dosing 

Interval 
(hours) 

Simulated 
regimen 

Dose Per 

day 
(mg/kg/d) 

Number 

of 
Patients  

Neonates 

≤29 

0 to 7 
days 

5 48 

 5 mg/kg 

every 48 
hours 

2.5 

82 

8 to 28 

days 
4 36 5 

≥29 
days 

4 24 1 

30 to 34 

0 to 7 

days 
4.5 36 4.5 mg/kg 

every 36 
hours 

3 

146 

≥8 
days 

4 24 12 

≥35 ALL 4  24 
4 mg/kg 
every 24 

hours 

4 499 

Infants and 

children 
 

1 
month-
12-

year-
old 

2.5 8 
2.5 mg/kg 

every 8 hours 
7.5 194 

Adolescents  
12-19-

year-
old 

2 8 
2 mg/kg 

every 8 hours 
6 51 

 

2.4.Model-based Dosing Adjustment 

Just like the model-based initial dosing recommendation, the model-based dosing 

adjustment uses in Step 1 (Figure 3-1) the same parameter estimates (Table 2-3) from 

Chapter 2 as priors in the full Bayesian analysis of the evaluation dataset (N=1,013). As 

shown in Step 2, when the TDM level becomes available in an individual patient, a full 

Bayesian analysis is performed on this particular individual based on the actually 
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administered initial dosing regimen, with the posteriors of population parameters from Step 

1 as priors. The individual concentration-time profiles are simulated based on random 

samples of the posteriors of individual parameters from Step 2. The success metrics based 

on simulated individual concentration-time profiles are computed and compared with the 

predefined criteria provided. If the success metrics are acceptable, the initial dosing 

regimen is recommended to be continued. If the success metrics are not acceptable, a new 

dosing regimen is proposed with an incremental change in dose or dosing interval to 

replace the initial dosing regimen, and the analysis is then rerun and the success metrics  

recomputed. As shown in Step 3, this is also an iterative process that will continue until the 

success metrics achieve the predefined criteria. 

Figure 3-2 Workflow of model-based dosing adjustment 
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The metrics are the probability of target attainment rates for maximum concentration falling into the window 

of 8~10 mg/L and trough concentration less than 1 mg/L. 

3. Results 

3.1.Sensitivity analysis 

As we can see in Figure 3-3, on average, the marginal posterior distributions for CL and 

Vc are sensitive to the number of available observations, but not sensitive to the prior 

information of theta and omega . Q is sensitive to the theta priors, but not to the omega 

priors. Similarly, the posterior distributions for covariate relevant parameters PMA50, Hill 

and SCr power exponent were sensitive to the priors for theta. The marginal posterior 

distribution of Vp had good precision even with weak priors for theta and omega.  

Figure 3-3 Marginal posterior distributions under weak, moderate and strong priors of 

theta and omega in a representative subject: tpvs, theta prior variance; odf, and omega 
degree of freedom. Small tpvs means informative theta prior, and large odf means 
informative omega prior 
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Overall, the PK parameters were sensitive to the sigma priors, with shrunken distributions 

observed when stronger priors for sigma were provided in the full Bayesian analysis as 

shown in Figure 3-4.  

Figure 3-4 Marginal posterior distributions under weak, moderate and strong priors of 
sigma in a representative subject: tpvs, theta prior variance; sdf, and sigma degree of 
freedom. Small sdf means informative sigma prior,and large sdf means informative sigma 

prior 

 

The average population typical parameters weighted according to their capability of 

explaining the data and their corresponding 95% credible intervals were retained and 

compared amongst one another using strong and weak priors. The posterior medians and 

90% credible intervals using strong and weak priors are shown in Table 3-3. With stronger 

priors, the posterior medians and 90% credible intervals are consistent with the estimates 

from the previous analysis described in Table 2-3. Hence, in order to obtain a full 

concentration time profile as realistic as possible with the limited drug TDM levels 

available, it is important to assign strong prior information to the Bayesian estimation.  

Table 3-3 Medians and 90% credible intervals of marginal posterior distributions of model 

parameter values given strong and weak priors (N=1,013)  
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  Bayes – Strong priors Bayes – Weak priors 

Population PK 
Parameters 

Unit 
Posterior 
Medians 

90% 
Credible 
Intervals 

Posterior 
Medians 

90% Credible 
Intervals 

CL L/hour/70kg 4.04 3.95 – 4.13 3.92 3.69 – 4.18 

Q L/hour/70kg 1.14 1.10 – 1.19  1.18 1.05 – 1.38  

Vc L/70kg 18.2 18.0 – 18.3  17.8 17.1 – 18.5  

Vp L/70kg 17.1 17.1 – 17.1  17.0 17.0 – 17.1 

BSV on CL %CV 39 39 – 40 37 35 – 38 

BSV on Vc %CV 49 47 – 50 37 32 – 42 

BSV on Vp %CV 66 65 – 68 68 55 – 84 

𝑃𝑀𝐴50 weeks 46.0 45.8 – 46.3 43.2 42.2 – 44.4 

𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑙   3.36 3.30 – 3.42 4.59 4.30 – 4.87 

𝑆𝐶𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡    0.31 0.31 – 0.31 0.29 0.27 – 0.30 

Proportional error % 42 42 – 43 40 39 – 42 

 

For a representative neonatal patient (22 days old, weighing 5.7 kg), when more TDM 

observations become available, the estimates from the full Bayesian analysis have modes 

of the marginal posterior distribution for each parameter that are closer to the empirical 

Bayesian estimates from the first-order conditional estimation approach as shown in 

Figure 3-5.  
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Figure 3-5 Marginal posterior distributions of model parameters for  a representative 
subject with different number of TDM observations available 

 

For the same subject, as more TDM levels become available, the posterior prediction 

interval could capture the observed TDM levels with less uncertainty as shown in Figure 

3-6.  

Figure 3-6 Graph (A) shows the prediction from the non-Bayesian approach. Graphs (B), 

(C) and (D) show the predictions from the Bayesian approach with two, four and seven 
observations available in a representative subject 
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3.2.Model Diagnosis 

Trace plots of PK parameters displayed no marked trends and the achievement of stationary 

distributions on each of the model parameters in the final model are shown in Figure 3-7. 

Figure 3-7 Chain autocorrelation plots over 10,000 iterations after the 1,000 burn-in 

phase 
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The marginal posterior distributions of model parameters indicate small variabilit ies 

between the chains for a representative patient (Figure 3-8).  

Figure 3-8 Marginal posterior distributions of PK parameters across chains in a 
representative subject 
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3.3.A Prototype Patient 

A neonatal patient is used as a prototype to present the workflow of making initial dosing 

recommendations and dosing adjustment, using a full Bayesian analysis after the TDM 

sample becomes available for an individual. This neonatal patient was a 1-week old 

newborn with a GA of 40 weeks, weighing 3.1 kg, having a measured SCr level of 0.36 

mg/dL, and a model-predicted mean SCr level of 0.609 mg/dL. He was prescribed 4 mg/kg 

of daily gentamicin as an initial dosing regimen based on NeoFax®, which by simulation 

could achieve a PTA rate of 90%. When the first drug TDM level became available using 

the posteriors of population parameters calculated by the previous model and the patient 

had been actually administered the initial dosing regimen of 4 mg/kg daily gentamicin, we 

were able to perform a full Bayesian analysis and sample from posteriors of individua l 

parameters. The random samples of the posterior distributions of individual parameters 

were used to simulate the individual Cmax,ss (maximum concentration at steady state) and 

Ctrough,ss (trough concentration at steady state). If the targets of both Cmax,ss (8~10 mg/L) and 

Ctrough,ss (< 1 mg/L) were achieved with a predefined criteria of PTA, Tom would continue 

receiving the initial dosing regimen; if either one of the two PKPD targets was not achieved, 

the individual Cmax,ss or Ctrough,ss would be re-predicted following the adjustment of the 

dosing regimen until the predefined PTA criteria were met. The joint posterior distribution 

of individual parameters would be updated as more drug TDM levels became available 

from Tom. 
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Based on the model-based dosing adjustment results as shown in Figure 3-9, an initial dose 

of 4 mg/kg every 24 hours for Tom led to the observed PTA rates at the steady state of 32% 

for maximum concentration and 77% for trough concentration. The PK profiles were 

simulated based on randomly sampled posterior estimates of individual parameters under 

different dose regimens. The highest PTAs were achieved based on the simulation results 

from the dose regimen of 4.5 mg/kg every 48 hours. 

Figure 3-9 Probabilities of target attainment for maximum (upper plot) and trough (lower 

plot) concentrations at the steady state under different doses and dose regimens in a 
representative neonatal patient 

 

 

With a predefined PTA criteria of 70% for both maximum and trough concentrations, the 

NeoFax® dosing regimen could achieve the predefined criteria in about 5% of the 1,013 

patients in the model evaluation dataset, while the model-informed initial dosing 

recommendation could achieve the predefined criteria in about 90% of the patients.  
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4. Discussion 

A full Bayesian analysis expresses the uncertainty about a parameter in terms of probability , 

and thus the probability of a parameter being within a certain interval may be used for 

making inferences regarding events such as dosing recommendations. Incorporating prior 

knowledge in these recommendations may be useful in cases where TDM data are sparse. 

The exploration of prior specifications is important to understand the implications of 

derived recommendations. In our study, simulations were conducted to explore the impact 

of the prior specification on the estimated marginal posterior distributions for new patients.  

Besides understanding the impact of prior information, it is also important to determine 

when to start collecting the samples from a Markov chain. A visual inspection of the chains 

for signs of convergence is a practical tool; this can be done by, for example, reviewing 

trace plots. A termination test  for the burn-in phase of MCMC chains is an option for 

testing convergence numerically. In our study, a linear regression was performed on each 

parameter at every 10th iteration,. If the slope of the linear regression was not statistically 

different from fall parameters at the level of α=0.05, then the burn-in phase was terminated. 

In the dataset used to perform the full Bayesian model estimation, there were a significant 

number of trough TDM samples with a concentration level below the lower limit of 

quantitation. Consequently, there was limited information available in such samples for 

directing dose adjustments. A Bayesian analysis can help optimize the sampling time in 

pediatric subgroups by suggesting an earlier time for sample collection that does not 

compromise the capability of the sample to be used in a full Bayesian model estimation to 

inform the efficacy/safety of the drug for patients. 
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It is unrealistic to apply the same PTA criteria to all patients. Clinicians likely have multiple 

considerations while determining the acceptable PTA rate including clinical diagnosis, the 

status of the patients, the infection type and the drug resistance. For example, for a patient 

in a life-threatening situation due to infection-caused implications, a clinician would want 

the projected dose to achieve a PTA rate as high as possible even with somewhat 

compromised safety criteria. 

The developed workflow of model-based individualized dosing recommendations is 

expected to be incorporated into a clinical decision support (CDS) tool. This CDS tool will 

be able to update the dosing algorithm automatically by trying different dose amounts and 

dosing intervals until the predefined clinical significant PTA is achieved. After the CDS 

tool is incorporated into the clinical workflow, a randomized trial to demonstrate the 

superiority of clinical outcomes from using the CDS tool should be performed to compare 

the clinical outcomes from using the CDS tool with the results of the conventional dosing.  

5. Conclusion 

In summary, the use of a full Bayesian analysis framework allows for the incorporation of 

prior information about model parameters in model-based initial dosing recommendation 

and dosing adjustment. A full Bayesian analysis can stabilize the model estimation process 

when only sparse data is available in clinical scenarios while leveraging the covariates 

identified from prior analysis. With a predefined PTA criteria of 70% for both maximum 

and trough concentrations, the NeoFax® dosing regimen could achieve the predefined 

criteria in about 5% of the 1,013 patients in our model evaluation dataset, while the model-

informed initial dosing recommendation could achieve the predefined criteria in about 90% 
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of the patients. A prototype was designed to show the workflow of making individualized 

dose recommendations in pediatric patients utilizing a full Bayesian analysis.  
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Chapter 4: Noninvasive Multi-compartmental Biodistribution Modeling of 11C-

Rifampin in Patients with Pulmonary Tuberculosis  

1. Introduction  

TB is the leading cause of death from a single infectious disease agent.142 It most commonly 

affects the lung (pulmonary TB) but can also affect other sites (extrapulmonary TB).51 It 

needs a four-drug combination therapy (rifampin, isoniazid, pyrazinamide and ethambutol) 

for at least six months to eliminate M. tuberculosis bacteria and consolidate the therapy.52 

The high number of drugs and long treatment period negatively affects TB patients’ 

compliance and adherence to medication.52 These patients’ withdrawal from the treatment 

before their lungs are fully sterilized is an important source of disease transmission and 

they can develop drug resistance during this process.143 Based on a recent review on clinical 

129 studies, a self-administered therapy was associated with lower rates of treatment 

success (risk ratio (RR) = 0.81 95% Confidence Interval (CI) = 0.73–0.89), adherence (RR 

= 0.83, 95% CI = 0.75-0.93), sputum smear conversion (RR = 0.92, 95% CI = 0.87-0.98) 

and higher rates of drug resistance (RR = 4.19, 95% CI = 2.34-7.49) compared with directly 

observed therapies.144  

Among the four first-line drugs for treating TB, rifampin has the most potent sterilizing 

effect.145,146 An optimization of the rifampin dosing has the potential to improve treatment 

outcomes and may shorten the therapy duration.59,123 Because of its cost and the fears of 

toxicity, rifampin was introduced at an oral daily dose of 600 mg (8-12 mg/kg body 

weight).148 At this dose, clinical trials in 1970s found cure rates of ≥ 95% and relapse rates 

of < 5%.147,148 However, in recent years, the treatment success rate has decreased to 83% 
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in HIV-negative patients and only 78% in patients with HIV-associated TB.149 On the other 

hand, results from a few recent clinical trials have shown that a higher rifampin dose up to 

35 mg/kg can achieve faster bacteria killing with no greater risks compared with the current 

standard dose of 10 mg/kg. 59, 80,151,152  

Rifampin plasma PK has been extensively studied in 69 clinical trials reported in various 

types of patients based on a recent review by Abulfathi et al..152 However, there is limited 

knowledge available regarding rifampin pulmonary tissue concentration through 

bronchoalveolar lavage sampling or lung tissue resection in surgery and there has been no 

exposure data in pulmonary lesions through non-invasive methods available, either.153–156 

This gap in knowledge can be consequential because rifampin needs to be administered to 

patients in a quantitatively appropriate manner for it to be able to penetrate into their lung 

lesions adequately in order to eliminate M. tuberculosis and cure pulmonary TB. In many 

cases, drug concentrations in tissues correlate poorly with concentrations measured in 

blood.157 PK–PD correlations based on drug exposure in plasma might be insufficient to 

inform drug distribution in lung lesions due to the complex pulmonary TB pathology.158 

Gumbo et al. found that rifampin AUC24hour/MIC correlates best with bactericidal activity, 

while free rifampin Cmax
 /MIC and post-antibiotic effect are associated with drug 

resistance.159 

PET can quantitate drug distributions in the tissue targeted for drug development in a non-

invasive way by measuring the radioactivity during radioactive atom decay.67 PET imaging 

has been used for investigating drug distributions in the central nervous system.64,65 CT 

(computed tomography) can draw the 3-dimensional volumes of interest around the 
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tuberculosis lesion in the lungs.160 As an integration of these two medical technologies.160 

PET-CT imaging can generate simultaneous measurements of the radioactive drug in 

multiple sites.161 This study is the first-in-human study of PET-CT imaging used for 

investigating the biodistribution of antibiotics in targeted tissues.  

The objective of this study was to characterize rifampin distributions in different types of 

pulmonary lesions quantitatively with the data generated through the PET-CT scan 

technology, to predict the optimal dose that can achieve target rifampin exposures in the 

lung tissues of adult TB patients and to find evidence that the rifampin dosage deemed 

optimal is safe to patients. The study was conducted in four steps. First, a PK-lung-

biodistribution model was developed. Second, the developed model was validated using 

both internal and external data. Third, the drug exposures in plasma and pulmonary lesions  

at high doses were projected. Finally, dose recommendations were made based on the 

bacterial killing results from the hollow fiber systems (HFS) and translated into clinical 

cure rates.  

2. Patients and Methods 

2.1. Clinical Study Design 

Thirteen patients with confirmed TB receiving a daily rifampin-based treatment were 

recruited from January 2017 to February 2019 at the Johns Hopkins Hospital or the TB 

clinics at Maryland Department of Health.161 11C-rifampin PET-CT imaging was 

performed within six weeks of the treatment initiation. One patient was excluded from the 

PK analysis because of the individual’s substantial motion artifact during the imaging.161 

The remaining twelve patients included for the PK analysis received TB treatment 
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(rifampin, isoniazid, pyrazinamide and ethambutol) except patient 5, who received 

moxifloxacin instead of ethambutol.  

Table 4-1 describes the patient demographics, 11C-rifampin dose, and previous oral 

rifampin dose number before the PET-CT scan.  

Table 4-1 Patients’ demographic and clinical characteristics at baseline in the population 

analysis for the PK-lung-biodistribution model development  

  Median (range)/N(%) 

Number of Subjects 12 

Female/Male 3 (25%) / 9 (75%) 

Age (years) 46 (19 - 77) 

Weight (kg) 69 (41.7 - 97.5) 

Albumin (g/dL) 4.2 (1.5 - 5.1) 

Total Protein (g/dL)  7.3 (4.8 - 8.2) 

Hematocrit (%) 39 (27 - 46) 

Number of Pre-PET Scan Oral Doses  18 (10 - 45) 

11C-rifampin dose (ng) 1,083 (538 - 3051) 

Figure 4-1 shows the study design and the data for the PK model development. The 

morning dose of oral rifampin was not administered on the date of the PET-CT scan. 

Instead, the patient received 600 mg of rifampin by intravenous administration right after 

the dynamic PET-CT scan. Blood samples were collected at 10, 20 and 30 minutes after 

the end of the intravenous infusion of rifampin. Regular rifampin plasma concentration 

time profiles as well as the 11C-rifampin concentration time profiles in plasma and lung 
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tissues were used for the PK modeling to characterize the drug distribution in TB lesions  

in lungs.  

Figure 4-1 Study design and 11C-Rifampin and regular rifampin data for model 

development 

 

2.2. PET-CT Imaging 

11C-rifampin was synthesized as a sterile solution of a high specific activity (294 ± 127 

GBq/µmol) and radiochemical purity at the Johns Hopkins PET Radiotracer Center, using 

Current Good Manufacturing Practices before the PET-CT imaging.161 The morning dose 

of rifampin was not given before the imaging. Each enrolled subject received an 

intravenous bolus of 337 ± 14 MBq of 11C-rifampin followed immediately by a dynamic 

PET-CT scan (Biograph mCT, Siemens, Washington, DC) for 45 minutes. 

Volumes of interest (VOIs) on the visualized 11C-rifampin PET data were manually drawn 

using CT as a guide and applied to the dynamic PET data. For cavities, VOIs were drawn 

to include the cavitary wall while excluding the air in the cavities. 11C-rifampin PET signal 

in whole blood left ventricle (LV), pulmonary lesions (PL), cavity walls (CW), and 
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contralateral unaffected lung (UL) regions in the infected lung were measured and 

presented as mean Bq/ml. The whole blood signal was corrected to plasma using the 

patient’s measured hematocrit. The signal in PL, CW and UL regions was corrected for the 

corresponding tissue density. The 11C-rifampin PET data (Bq/ml) were converted to mass 

(ng/ml) using the molecular weight of 11C-rifampin, specific activity, and injected 

11C-rifampin dose. The first two minutes of signal acquisition was not used for developing 

the PK model as it exhibited noise and therefore not useful for modeling.  

2.3. Mass Spectrometry 

After the completion of the imaging, 600 mg of rifampin was administered intravenously 

over 30 minutes, and blood samples at 10, 20, 30 minutes after the end of the infusion were 

collected from the contralateral arm. The blood samples were separated into the plasma 

sent to the University of Florida for measurement with validated ultra-performance liquid 

chromatography-mass spectrometry (UPLC-MS-MS) for rifampin and its metabolism 25-

desacetyl rifampin as described in the publication.161 The assay measured both the free and 

protein-bound rifampin with the range of the standard curve from 50.00 to 0.05 µg/ml. The 

assay accuracy and precision were in the ranges of 89-97% and 0.59-6.51%, respectively.  

2.4. Exploratory Graphical Analysis  

Regular rifampin and 11C-rifampin plasma concentrations were plotted and compared for 

their correlations. Prior to the compartmental modeling, non-compartmental analysis 

(NCA) was conducted for 11C-rifampin concentrations from two to thirty minutes in 

plasma, unaffected lung, pulmonary lesion, and cavity wall in the twelve patients. The ratio 

of the AUC from two to thirty minutes (AUC2-30) between lung region and plasma was 
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calculated. Graphical exploration of the data was performed using R (version 3.6.1; 

Vienna, Austria). NCA was performed with Phoenix WinNonlin 8.1 software (Certara, 

Princeton, New Jersey).  

2.5. Plasma PK Model Development 

MS rifampin data 

Nonlinear mixed-effects method was used for the development of the population PK model 

with NONMEM. The R  software was used for data exploration, simulation, statistical 

analysis, and graphical inspection of the results. A population PK model reported by 

Smythe et al. for rifampin after the oral administration was externally validated using the 

literature data comprising six adult and eight pediatric subjects with TB as described in a 

previous study.63,162 The model is shown in Figure 4-2 and was used to describe the PK of 

rifampin in plasma in our study. The model was a one-compartment disposition model with 

a transit absorption compartment. Rifampin auto-induction was modeled with an enzyme 

turnover model.163 Mean transit time (MTT), maximal increase in the enzyme production 

rate (Smax), rifampin concentration at which half the Smax
 is reached (SC50) and rate constant 

for first-order degradation of the enzyme pool (kenz) were fixed to the parameters reported 

in the PK model by Smythe et al..163 Bioavailability was assumed to be 0.9 in the 

estimation.163 

Figure 4-2 Rifampin PK-enzyme model including a one-compartmental disposition model 
and a transit absorption compartmental model reported by Smythe et al162  
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11C-Rifampin data 

A precondition for extrapolating plasma or tissue concentrations of a drug after the 

administration of a microdose to drug concentrations achieved with a therapeutic dose, is 

that drug concentrations in plasma and tissue increase proportionally with the increase of 

drug doses administered.67 Since the PET technology is novel and the PK of microdosing 

has not been understood very well in clinical practice, model development for 11C-rifampin 

was conducted using three different approaches: (1) The PK model reported by Smythe et 

al. was used to describe the PK of 11C-rifampin in plasma, (2) the structural disposition 

model for 11C-rifampin was determined by testing one- and two-compartment models, and 

(3) a model with a peripheral compartment for left ventricle was establishedas shown in 

the following equation:  

𝑑𝐴𝐿𝑉

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑒𝑞−𝑙𝑣 ∙ (𝑃𝐶𝐿𝑉 ∙ 𝐴𝑉𝐸(𝑡) − 𝐴𝐿𝑉(𝑡)),                            (1)                

where, 𝐴𝐿𝑉       = dose amount in the left ventricle compartment, 

            𝐴𝑉𝐸      = dose amount in the central compartment, 
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            𝑘𝑒𝑞−𝑙𝑣 = rate constant for the transfer of drug from venous blood to blood in the  

                          left ventricle compartment, and            

            𝑃𝐶𝐿𝑉    = partition coefficient for left ventricle from the central compartment.  

Nonlinear PK at High Doses 

Dose-dependent PK has been observed in a clinical study including 83 patients receiving 

rifampin daily doses of 10, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 mg/kg.163 The relationship between drug 

clearance and concentration was characterized by a Michaelis-Menten relationship.163 In 

order to capture the nonlinearity at high rifampin doses, we integrated the reported 

nonlinear relationship into our PK model structure, in which maximal elimination rate 

(Vmax) was fixed to the value reported in this clinical study.163 Rifampin concentration at 

which the elimination is half-maximal (Km) was adjusted empirically via a log-likelihood 

approach.  

Enriching the PK data from Therapeutic Doses 

Our strategy for re-estimating Vc of rifampin therapeutic dose was to draw useful 

information from previous PK studies. Nineteen rich sampling-based mean concentration-

time profiles from three prior reports (full list in Table 4-2)164–166 were combined with 

individual data from the twelve TB patients in our study to re-estimate Vc. Mean 

concentration-time profiles from three prior reports were extracted manually by using the 

software program GetData Graph Digitizer (Version 2.26).  

Table 4-2 Studies utilized for enriching the dataset for establishing the plasma PK model. 

Publications Year 
Dose Regimen and Sampling Schedule 

Acocella et al. Arzneimittel-

Forschung 164  
1977 

150, 300, 450, 600 mg IV infusion for 3 

hours was administered as a single dose. 
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Rich samples were collected until 8 hours 
after the dose 

Nitti et al. Chemotherapy 165  1977 

300, 450 and 600 mg IV infusion for 3 
hour was administered as a single dose 

Rich samples were collected until 12 hours 
after the IV dose. 

Loos et al. Klin Wochnschr 166  1985 

600 mg IV infusion for 1 hour was 
administered for 23 days. 
Rich samples were collected on days 1, 8 

and 22. 
 

External data digitized from the literature comprising three studies with TB patients receiving varying doses 
of rifampin were used to establish the plasma PK model along with the observations in the 12 patients in our 
study. 

2.6. PK-Lung-Biodistribution Model Development 

Nonlinear mixed-effects method was used for the development of the PK-lung-

biodstribution model with NONMEM. The R software was used for data exploration, 

simulation, statistical analysis, and graphical inspection of the results. The developed 

plasma PK model was expanded to describe the distribution of 11C-rifampin into unaffected 

and infected lung regions, using the 11C-rifampin concentration-time profiles obtained 

from patients’ PET scans. To capture the observed decrease in rifampin penetrations in UL, 

PL and CW), three different penetration/partition coefficients (PCs) were estimated: PCUL, 

PCPL, and PCCW. Rifampin has a high plasma protein binding of about 75%.167,168 Only the 

unbound rifampin fraction in venous plasma (0.25) was assumed to be available to 

penetrate the lung tissue. Rifampin concentration in UL, PL, and CW regions was 

described by the following differential equations: 

𝑑𝐶𝑈𝐿

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑒𝑞 ∙ (𝑃𝐶𝑈𝐿 ∙ 0.25 ∙ 𝐶𝑉𝐸(𝑡) − 𝐶𝐻𝐿(𝑡)),                                (2) 

𝑑𝐶𝑃𝐿

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑒𝑞 ∙ (𝑃𝐶𝑃𝐿 ∙ 0.25 ∙ 𝐶𝑉𝐸(𝑡) − 𝐶𝑃𝐿(𝑡)), and                          (3) 
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𝑑𝐶𝐶𝑊

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑒𝑞 ∙ (𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑊 ∙ 0.25 ∙ 𝐶𝑉𝐸(𝑡) − 𝐶𝐶𝑊(𝑡)),                                (4) 

where, 𝐶𝑈𝐿,  𝐶𝑃𝐿, 𝐶𝐶𝑊 , and 𝐶𝑉𝐸  = concentrations of 11C-rifampin in unaffected lung, 

pulmonary lesion, cavity wall and plasma, respectively,77,153   

 𝑘𝑒𝑞 = rate constant for the transfer of drug from venous plasma to lung tissue, fixed at 

42/hour (equivalent with an equilibration half-life of 1 min), 153  

 0.25 = fraction of rifampin unbound in plasma, and 

 𝑃𝐶𝑈𝐿, 𝑃𝐶𝑃𝐿, 𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑊 = partition coefficients for unaffected lung, pulmonary lesion and 

cavity wall, respectively.  

Because of the limited sample size in the clinical study and the complexity of the model 

structure, three strategies were used in the model development in order to improve the 

stability of the PK-lung-biodistribution model estimation and the precision of the parameter 

estimates. First, a sequential modeling strategy was used. Second, strong correlations 

between PCs and AUC2-30min ratios were found as shown in Figure 4-3. In order to improve 

the stability of the model estimation and the precision of the parameter estimates, PCs were 

fixed to the observed AUC ratios between lung and plasma after adjusting the rifampin 

plasma protein binding. The model predicted the extent of rifampin distribution into lung 

compartments as the ratio of the rifampin AUC in the lung/plasma after taking into account 

rifampin protein binding in the plasma. Third, the clearance (CLmic) and volume of 

distribution (Vc,mic) of the central compartment of 11C-rifampin microdosing were modeled 

separately from the therapeutic dose administered due to the novelty of the PET-CT 

technology in investigating the drug distribution. The PK-lung-biodistribution model 

structure is shown in Figure 4-4.  
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Figure 4-3 Correlations between model-predicted partition coefficients and the AUC ratios 
of lung and plasma 

 
 

Figure 4-4 Schematic of the developed PK-lung-biodistribution model describing the 

distribution of rifampin into unaffected and infected lung regions  

 

Parameters include maximal elimination rate (Vmax), rifampin concentration at which the elimination is half-

maximal (Km) and volume of distribution (Vc) of the central compartment of therapeutic dose, clearance 
(CLmic) and volume of distribution (Vc,mic) of the central compartment of microdose, partition/penetration 
coefficient for left ventricle (PClv), unaffected lung (PChl), pulmonary lesion (PCpl), cavity wall (PCcw), 

equilibration rate constant (Keq) between lung and venous plasma, equilibration rate constant (Keq-lv) 
between left ventricle and venous plasma, transit rate constant (Ktr), maximal increase in the enzyme 
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production rate (Smax), rifampin concentration at which half the Smax. is reached (SC50), and rate constant for 
first-order degradation of the enzyme pool (Kenz). 

2.7. Model Evaluation 

Model evaluation was based on multiple methods of evaluating the predictive ability of the 

final model on individual data. First, individual fittings for plasma rifampin, 11C-rifampin 

plasma and lung data were evaluated. Second, our model was used to predict individua l 

AUCs from 2 to 30 minutes (AUC2-30) lung/plasma ratios, which were then compared with 

the AUC2-30 ratios calculated from PET scan observations. Finally, our model was used to 

predict individual AUCs from 0 to 24 hours at steady state (AUC0-24,ss) and the maximum 

concentration at steady state (Cmax,ss) at daily doses of 10, 20, 25, 30, or 35 mg/kg, and the 

predicted values were then compared with those reported in an external study under the 

same daily doses.59  

2.8. Simulations at High Doses 

Based on our PK-lung-biodistribution model, an individual AUC0-24,ss in pulmonary lesions 

and cavity walls after the administration of 600 mg over a 1-hour IV infusion was simulated 

using empirical Bayes estimates of individual Vc, PCUL, PCPL and PCCW derived from the 

model estimation in the 12 patients. Monte Carlo simulations were performed in 1,000 

virtual subjects with a TB patient’s typical body weight of 55 kg, using our PK-lung-

biodistribution model to predict rifampin exposures, AUC0-24,ss and Cmax,ss in plasma, ULs, 

PLs and CWs at doses of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50 mg/kg once daily for four 

weeks administered intravenously over 1-hour infusion or orally, assuming a 

bioavailability of 0.9.  
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2.9. Dose Recommendation 

HFS can simulate the changes in bacteria numbers over time in the tissues of the human 

body in a laboratory setting.169 In this study, drug regimens were evaluated in the HFS-TB 

model to determine the time it takes to push all bacteria populations to extinction. 169 HFS-

TB analysis was performed with three different metabolic populations of M. tuberculosis 

(log-phase growth, semi-dormant and intracellular mycobacteria) to represent the mixture 

of the metabolic population assumed to be present in situ M. tuberculosis bacterial kill 

curves achieved at the different rifampin AUC exposures (in combination with a standard 

dose of isoniazid 600 mg daily and pyrazinamide 1.5 mg daily) used in the HFS-TB.169  

The colony forming unit data-time profiles observed in the HFS-TB were used to compute 

bacterial kill rates and time-to-extinction (TTE) in each HFS-TB experiment as described 

in the publication by Magombedze et al.170 The corresponding TTE of these bacterial 

populations in the HFS-TB model was used to predict the time-to-cure (TTC) in patients, 

using a validated mapping function.170 Based on the projected lowest AUC0-24,ss in the 

pulmonary lesions or cavity walls at higher rifampin doses, our collaborators from Texas 

Tech University Health Sciences Center were able to use their bacterial killing curves 

obtained from HFS-TB to predict the clinical cure rate in humans at higher rifampin doses 

using the transformation morphisms approach described above.170 

3. Results 

3.1. Exploratory Graphical Analysis  

Individual median 11C-rifampin concentrations time profiles of plasma, blood, unaffected 

lungs, pulmonary lesions and cavity walls are presented in . The concentrations in cavity 
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walls are lower than those in pulmonary lesions, which are in turn lower than the 

concentrations in the unaffected lungs, plasma, and blood. This is further confirmed by 

11C-rifampin exposures in pulmonary lesions (AUC ratio = 0.37, 95% CI = 0.31-0.42) with 

the lowest exposures noted in the cavity walls (AUC ratio = 0.33, 95% CI = 0.27-0.38) as 

shown in Figure 4-6. 

Figure 4-5 Median time course of 11C-rifampin concentrations of plasma, blood, 
unaffected lungs, pulmonary lesions and cavity walls. 

 

Figure 4-6 Lung/plasma AUC2-30min ratios of unaffected lungs, pulmonary lesions and 
cavity walls  
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The PK of 11C-rifampin microdose did not follow the dose proportionality as shown in 

Figure 4-7. The relationship (p>0.5) between individual AUC2-30 ratios and previous oral 

rifampin dose numbers at each type of lung tissue is shown in Figure 4-8. This figure 

indicates that there was no accumulation of rifampin in TB lesions after repetitive dosing 

with the lowest rifampin exposures found in the cavity wall. 

Figure 4-7 Plasma 11C-rifampin PET and rifampin mass spectrometry correlation in the 12 
TB patients (11 with pulmonary TB and 1 with TBM)  
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11C-rifampin PET and mass spectrometry were performed in the same subjects. Rifampin plasma concentrations were 

measured by mass spectrometry and dose-normalized 11C-rifampin PET signal in plasma 

Figure 4-8 Relationship between individual AUC2-30min ratios and previous oral dose 

numbers 
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3.2. Plasma Pharmacokinetic Model 

The model reported by Smythe et al. provided a reasonable fit of the MS rifampin data by 

fixing the typical CL value to be the reported value of 10 L/(h·70kg) and was thus retained 

for the subsequent model development. However, while fixing the typical CL value this 

way, the model did not provide adequate fittings for 11C-rifampin plasma concentrations. 

We enhanced the fitting of our model by letting the model estimate the typical values of 

CL and Vc and the estimates for CL and Vc were 54.7 L/(h·70kg) and 20.7 L/70kg, 

respectively. These individual fittings are shown in Figure 4-9.  

Figure 4-9 Individual fittings of observed (pink dots) and model-predicted 11C-rifampin 
concentrations (black lines) in plasma from all patients 
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3.3. PK-Lung-Biodistribution Model 

The observed 11C-rifampin concentrations along with the plasma rifampin concentrations 

in the 12 patients and digitized data from the literature were used to develop the PK-lung-

biodistribution model and describe the distribution of 11C-rifampin into infected lung 

tissues. The PK-lung-biodistribution model parameter estimates listed in Table 4-3.  

Table 4-3 Rifampin PK-lung-biodistribution model parameter estimates and bootstrap 
results  
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 Unit Estimate  

Between-

subject 

Variability, 

BSV 

(%CV) 

95% Confidence 

Interval  

Maximal eliminat ion 
rate (Vmax)  

L/hr/70kg 525 FIX    

Rifampin 

concentration at 
which the 
elimination is half-
maximal (Km)  

mg/L 70 FIX     

Volume of 
distribution (Vc)  

L/70kg 37 40 29 51 

Equilibration rate 

constant between 
central compartment 
and left ventricle 
compartment (Keq-lv)  

/hr 40  38.2  41.8 

Partition Coefficient 
for left ventricle 
compartment (PCLV) 

 0.38  -1.47 2.23 

Equilibration rate 
constant between 
venous and lung 
compartments (Keq-

lung)  

/hr 42 FIX    

Partition Coefficient 
for unaffected lung 
(PCUL) 

 1.20 22 0.88 1.5 

Partition Coefficient 
for pulmonary lesion 
(PCPL) 

 0.69 23 0.53 0.85 

Partition Coefficient 
for cavity wall 

(PCCW) 

 0.60 17 0.43 0.77 

Clearance for micro 

dose (CLmic) 
L/hr/70kg 22 21 20.1 23.8 

Volume of 
distribution for 
micro dosing (Vc,mic)  

L/70kg 10 48 8.2 11.8 
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Maximal increase in 
the enzyme 

production rate 
(Smax) 

 1.04 FIX    

Rifampin 
concentration at 
which half the Smax 
is reached (SC50) 

mg/L 0.0705 FIX    

Rate constant for 

first-order 
degradation of the 
enzyme pool (kenz) 

/hr 
0.00369 
FIX 

   

Mean transit time 
(MTT)  

hr 0.713 FIX    

 

3.4. Model Evaluation 

The developed model successfully fit the rifampin plasma concentrations and 11C-rifampin 

concentrations in lung tissues as shown in Figure 4-10.  

Figure 4-10 Individual fittings (black lines) of patients of observed and model-predicted 
11C-rifampin concentrations (pink dots) in the 12 patients in (A) unaffected lung, (B) 
pulmonary lesions and (C) cavity walls 
 

 

(A) 

(B) 
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The developed model provided reasonable predictions for the observed lung/plasma AUC2-

30 ratios as shown in Figure 4-11.  

Figure 4-11 Observed and model-predicted 11C-rifampin exposure lung/plasma AUC2-30min 
(ng·min/mL) in the 12 patients regarding (A) Plasma (B) Unaffected lung (C) Pulmonary 
lesion (D) Cavity wall 

(C) 
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The red lines are identity lines. 

This capability of the developed model to predict the literature-reported AUC0-24hr,ss data 

from 10-35 mg/kg daily doses demonstrated that the chosen model can adequately capture 

the magnitude of the published rifampin exposure data at doses higher than the clinical 

standard as shown in Figure 4-12. The model could predict external data from the literature 

for doses of 470-2600 mg reliably. 

Figure 4-12 Literature-reported and model-predicted rifampin plasma (A) AUC0-24hr,ss
 and 

(B) Cmax,ss 
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The black dots are the literature-reported plasma exposures. The blues lines are the model-predicted plasma 

exposures. 

3.5.Simulations for Individual Patients and High Doses 

The simulated individual AUC0-24hr,ss in pulmonary lesions and cavity walls in the 12 

patients are reported in Table 4-4. The PK-lung-biodistribution model was used to project 

rifampin exposure (AUC0-24hr,ss) in adults who were administered daily rifampin orally or 

intravenously for doses of 10-50 mg/kg as shown in Table 4-5. Oral administration was 

simulated using 90% bioavailability. The rifampin lung tissue PD parameters required for 

(B) 

(A) 
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optimal bacterial killing in pulmonary TB was defined as AUC based on a previous in vitro 

study in hollow fiber systems.159  

Table 4-4 Simulated individual plasma and lung regions AUC0-24hr,ss in the 12 patients 

administered 600 mg rifampin intravenously 

ID 

Body 

Weight 

(kg) 

Body Weight 

Normalized 

Dose 

(mg/kg) 

Plasma 

AUC0-

24,ss 

(mg·hr/

L) 

Unaffecte

d Lung 

AUC0-24,ss 

(mg·hr/k

g) 

Pulmonar

y Lesion 

AUC0-24,ss 

(mg·hr/k

g) 

Cavity 

Wall 

AUC0-24,ss 

(mg·hr/k

g) 

1 74 8 45.6 15.5 7.2 6.9 

2 68 9 47.4 19.9 8.8 7.2 

3 98 6 46.4 16.9 5.7 6.0 

4 42 14 53.0 17.3 7.6 7.1 

5 70 9 51.5 19.6 8.8 7.8 

6 77 8 46.2 13.5 8.7 6.7 

8 71 8 48.0 11.5 6.3 7.3 
9 64 9 45.6 13.6 11.7 7.2 

10 55 11 45.1 17.5 7.3 6.8 

11 70 9 55.0 11.5 10.5 7.1 

12 66 9 50.4 14.6 8.8 9.7 

13 53 11 50.4 12.8 10.4 7.6 

Median 69 9 47.7 15.0 8.7 7.1 

 

Table 4-5 Simulated rifampin median and 80% percentiles of AUC0-24hr at steady state (ss)  
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Daily Dose 

(mg/kg) 

Plasma 

AUC24hr,ss 

(mg·hr/L) 

Unaffected 

Lung 

AUC24hr,ss 

(mg·hr/kg) 

Lesion 

AUC24hr,ss 

(mg·hr/kg) 

Cavity Wall 

AUC24hr,ss 

(mg·hr/kg) 

Oral 

10 
50.5  

(46.2-62.8) 
15 

(8.5-29.9) 
8.7 

(4.7-17.3) 
7.6 

(4.4-13.4) 

15 
76.9 

(70.1-99.4) 
22.9 

(12.6-44.4) 
13.3 

(7.4-24.8) 
11.5 

(7.1-21.6) 

20 
104.9 

(94.7-140.1) 
31.2 

(18.0-59.6) 
18.1 

(10.6-36.8) 
15.7 

(9.6-30.3) 

25 
134.4 

(120.4-179.8) 

40 

(22.8-79.6) 

23.2 

(12.6-47.5) 

20.2 

(12-38.4) 

30 
165.5 

(147-235.6) 

49.2 

(27.8-95.1) 

28.6 

(16.6-58.9) 

24.8 

(14.9-49.1) 

35 
198.4 

(174.6-276.3) 
59 

(33.3-117.9) 
34.2 

(19.1-70.8) 
29.8 

(18.2-56.6) 

40 
233 

(203.2-338.0) 
69.3 

(37.1-152.0) 
40.2 

(21.3-85.5) 
34.9 

(20.6-69.0) 

45 
269.3 

(232.9-402.0) 
80.1 

(44.9-168.8) 
46.5 

(24.3-97.5) 
40.4 

(23.2-78.9) 

50 
307.4 

(263.5-437.4) 
91.5 

(50.6-187.1) 
53 

(29.1-111.8) 
46.1 

(27.3-91.4) 

IV 

10 
57.3 

(51.5-73.5) 
17 

(9.2-34.1) 
9.9 

(5.5-19.1) 
8.6 

(5.2-15.9) 

15 
87.9 

(78.5-117.9) 
26.1 

(14.9-52) 
15.2 

(8.1-29.4) 
13.2 

(7.8-24.5) 

20 
120.6 

(106.8-172.8) 

35.9 

(19.9-75.9) 

20.8 

(12.4-43.4) 

18.1 

(10.8-36.6) 

25 
155.4 

(135.7-221.2) 

46.2 

(26.2-97.8) 

26.8 

(15-56.3) 

23.3 

(13.8-43.2) 

30 
192.5 

(166.3-275.4) 
57.3 

(31-119.6) 
33.2 

(18.3-69.7) 
28.9 

(16.8-54) 

35 
231.8 

(198.8-346.9) 
69 

(39.2-145.3) 
40 

(21.6-91.2) 
34.8 

(21-68.5) 

40 
273.5 

(232-416.6) 
81.4 

(45.8-169) 
47.2 

(25-108) 
41 

(24.4-82) 

45 
317.4 

(268.1-496.4) 
94.4 

(53.1-204.6) 
54.8 

(29.5-115.2) 
47.6 

(28.6-95.3) 

50 
363.7 

(302.5-576.1) 
108.2 

(59.8-237.9) 
62.7 

(33.2-136.4) 
54.6 

(32.8-118.4) 
 

The result are reported as median (p10-p90); p10 (10th percentile); p90 (90th percentile) and from a simulation of 1,000 

subjects after oral and intravenous (IV) administration of daily doses of rifampin from 10 -50 mg/kg in plasma and lung 

regions based on the PK-lung-biodistribution model. Oral bioavailability was assumed to be 90%.  
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3.6.Dose Recommendation 

The TTE of the bacterial population in the HFS-TB model was used to predict the TTC in 

patients as presented in Fig. 4 reported in the publication by Ordonez et al.161 At a drug 

exposure level of 27 mg·hour/L, 95% of patients were predicted to be cured in about 4 

months. A standard oral rifampin dosing of 10 mgs/kg would achieve a 95% probability of 

cure in 6-9 months of treatment. Similarly, an oral rifampin dose of at least 35 mg/kg would 

be needed to cure patients in 4 months.  

4. Discussion 

This study was limited by the lack of the long-term 11C-rifampin concentration data. 

Another limitation of the study was the relatively small patient sample size with 12 patients 

recruited over two years of time. As our knowledge of PET scans in investigating drug 

distribution in tissues was still accumulating, some assumptions in the model development 

were made as follows:  

(1) The rate constant for the transfer of drug from plasma to lung tissue was fixed at 42 per 

hour equivalent to an equilibration half-life of one minute;  

(2) The partition coefficients between micro dose and therapeutic dose were comparable;  

(3) Nonlinearity elimination was reported in a previous publication and integrated into the 

model development process to improve the flexibility of the model in predicting the 

exposure at doses higher than the standard therapeutic dose of 600 mg.  

Rifampin is primarily metabolized to 25-desacetyl rifampin (25-deacetyl-rifampin), which 

is partly active, via deacetylation by esterases or unidentified enzymes present in 

microsomal cells.171 The proportion of 25-desacetyl rifampin was low (5%) in the plasma 
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of TB patients and thus did not contribute significantly to the PET signal.171 The typical 

value of Vc for 11C-rifampin plasma concentrations was estimated to be 20.7 L/70kg in our 

study. This was close to the lower edge of the literature-reported range 20 – 87 L/h/70kg.152 

The typical value of CL for 11C-rifampin plasma concentrations was estimated to be 54.7 

L/h/70kg, which was approximately five fold higher than the reported CL 10 L/h/70kg by 

Smythe et al.162 However, it is unclear as to why this difference existed. Rifampin exhibits 

a dose-dependent elimination, which can be explained by saturation of the beta-esterase 

metabolizing enzymes and/or p-glycoprotein after oral administration.163 

There have been a few published studies showing that appropriate dose adjustment based 

on TDM could improve the probability of the target attainment rate and therefore result in 

faster cure.172–174 With PET-CT based TDM, the therapeutic concentration in the 

pulmonary lesions/cavity walls will be targeted more easily when there is more knowledge 

accumulated for this technology and the cost becomes more acceptable.  

There have been very few studies available that compared the rifampin concentrations in 

plasma and infected lung tissues. One study published in 1971 concluded that in walls of 

tuberculosis cavities and fibrous tissue, rifampin concentrations were similar to those in 

blood.156 In another study published in 2015 with 40 participants without TB, blood 

samples were taken at two and four hours after the rifampin dosing with bronchoalveolar 

lavage (BAL) samples collected at four hours after the rifampin dosing.77 The model 

developed in the study predicted the extent of rifampin distribution into epithelial lining 

fluid (ELF) as the ratio of the rifampin concentration in ELF/plasma, which was equivalent 

to 0.26.77,153 To some extent, the ratio of 0.26 was lower than the ratios of 0.37 and 0.33 
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observed in our studies in lesions and cavity walls, respectively. Neither of the study in 

1971 and the study in 2015 reflected rifampin PK inside the infected lungs in situ.  

5. Conclusions 

The developed semi-mechanistic PK-lung-biodistribution model could predict the MS data 

from the therapeutic doses and PET data from the 11C-rifampin well. This model was 

externally validated before being used for exposure predictions in the therapeutic range of 

10-35 mg/kg. An oral rifampin dose of at least 35 mg/kg was recommended in order to 

cure at least 95% of the patients in 4 months.   
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Research  

1. Conclusions 

1.1. Gentamicin 

The gentamicin research project consisted of three steps.  First, we developed and evaluated 

a population PK model of gentamicin in pediatric patients from premature neonates to 

young adults. Second, a Bayesian-based approach was brought into the analysis that 

leveraged the model developed in the first step; the developed population PK model in the 

first step was used as a prior model in Bayesian forecasting, and individualized dosing 

recommendations were made for pediatric subgroups of different ages. The first step is 

described in Chapter 2 and the second step is described in Chapter 3.  

To date, this is the largest evaluation of gentamicin population pharmacokinetics in 

pediatric patients. The developed model described in this dissertation presents the first 

population PK model for gentamicin in the whole pediatric age spectrum ranging from 1-

day-old newborns to 19-year-old young adults. The model is robust because it was 

developed using physiologically plausible covariate parameterization informed by 

principles of allometric scaling, GFR maturation described by PMA, and standardization 

for the age-expected SCr concentration measurement. By using these development 

methods that better reflect patient characteristics, the model has created a sound basis for 

the development of individualized dosing regimens in future.  
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1.2. Rifampin 

The research project on rifampin is described in Chapter 4. The semi-mechanistic PK-lung-

biodistribution model that was developed through this research project could predict the 

MS data from therapeutic doses and PET data from 11C-labled micro-doses adequately. 

This model was externally validated to be used for exposure predictions in the therapeutic 

range of 10-35 mg/kg. The model was also utilized by our collaborators to project drug 

exposure in lung cavity walls at higher rifampin doses. Based on the model-informed drug 

exposure projections, our collaborators were able to use their bacterial killing curves 

obtained from HFS-TB to predict the clinical cure rates in humans for higher rifampin 

doses (>600mg). This led to an insight that promises to improve patient outcomes by 

significantly shortening the treatment length for TB patients. The current standard clinical 

practice is to administer an oral rifampin dose of 10 mg/kg. That dose achieves a 95% 

probability of cure with 6-9 months of treatment. Through the use of the PK-lung-

biodistribution model, our collaborators found that an oral rifampin dose of at least 35 

mg/kg could cure TB patients in just 4 months.  

2. Future Research 

2.1. Gentamicin 

In order to provide benefits to patients, it is important to translate applicable academic 

research into practice. One way to achieve this is through the integration of academic 

research such as this gentamicin study into clinical decision support (CDS) tools for clinical 

pharmacists to use. A CDS tool including individualized dosing algorithms will be able to 

dynamically update the individualized dosing algorithms by trying different dose amounts 
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and dosing intervals until the predefined clinically significant probability of target 

attainment is achieved. To promote awareness of the CDS tool and its use to improve 

patient outcomes, after the incorporation of this tool into clinical workflows, a randomized 

trial to demonstrate the superiority in clinical outcomes of using the CDS tool should be 

conducted to compare the results from using the CDS tool with the results of the 

conventional dosing.  

2.2. Rifampin 

The rifampin study described in this dissertation is the first-in-human study of rifampin 

and the only one using PET-CT scans to measure rifampin concentration-time profiles in 

TB lesions. A randomized trial to confirm the efficacy and safety of the shorter duration 

35 mg/kg daily rifampin dosing regimen suggested by the model should be conducted using 

a response-guided titration design to monitor adverse events closely, and gradually increase 

the dose to 35 mg/kg in patients. Another way the developed PK-lung-biodistribut ion 

model can be applied is to develop better dosing regimens for multi-drug resistant (MDR) 

TB patients. MDR TB patients usually require at least nine months of lengthy therapy 

before they are cured.175 PET-CT-based PK studies in the future can potentially aid the 

development of a shortened treatment regimen for MDR TB patients. For reasons described 

in this dissertation, lengthy treatment periods lead to poorer patient outcomes. A shorter 

dosing regimen holds the potential for significantly improving clinical outcomes for MDR 

TB patients.  
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The applicability and utility of the model described in this dissertation can be further 

advanced if it is paired with TDM. The positive effect TDM in the treatment of TB has 

been discussed in several studies173,176 and the model described in this dissertation can be 

used to provide better doses that can be monitored and adjusted using TDM, resulting in 

better patient outcomes. Further evidence of the improvement of clinical outcomes from 

the implementation of TDM in conjunction with use of the developed model could be 

generated by designing and conducting randomized clinical trials.  

In summary, pharmacometric-based approaches facilitate the precision management of 

drugs in clinical practice by tailoring the dosing regimens to the demographic and clinical 

characteristics of individual patients. This tailoring has beneficial effects including 

reducing toxicity and optimizing clinical outcomes. For the future development of 

improved dosing regimens, pharmacometric-based approaches hold great promise because 

they can act as bridges that combine new medical technologies and longstanding ones. For 

instance, the utilization of the full Bayesian estimation approach enables the 

recommendation of individualized dosing regimen in pediatric patients with limited 

samples available, and a joint application of PET scans and blood sampling 

pharmacometric-based approaches can help develop better therapies for patients. In this 

endeavor, modeling- and simulation-based approaches can certainly grant us the ability to 

explore areas in which we have limited knowledge or data.  
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Appendix A 

Gentamicin Population PK Modeling Project 

Script 1: Gentamicin Population PK Final Model (Phoenix NLME script) 

test(){ 

 fcovariate(WT) 
 fcovariate(PMA_WKS) 

 fcovariate(PNA_DYS) 
 fcovariate(PNA_WKS) 
 fcovariate(GA_WKS) 

 fcovariate(SCR) 
 fcovariate(SCRM) 
 fcovariate(EGFR) 

 fcovariate(FFM) 
 fcovariate(FFMCORR) 

 cfMicro(A1, Cl / V, Cl2 / V, Cl2 / V2) 
 dosepoint(A1) 
 C = A1 / V 

 error(CEps = 0.420401) 
 observe(CObs = C*(1 + CEps)) 
 stparm(V = tvV * (FFMCORR/70) *(1 + beta*exp(-PNA_WKS*ln(2)/Tvol))* exp(nV) ) 

 stparm(V2 = tvV2 * (FFMCORR/70)* exp(nV2)) 
 stparm(Cl = tvCl * (FFMCORR/70)^dCldWT * 

(PMA_WKS^HILL/(PMA_WKS^HILL+PMA50^HILL)) *(SCRM/SCR)^SCRCL *exp(nCl)) 
 stparm(Cl2 = tvCl2 * (FFM/70)^dCl2dWT ) 
 #stparm(CMultStdev = tvCMultStdeLOGv) 

 fixef(tvV = c(, 20.5921, )) 
 fixef(tvV2 = c(, 18.0608, )) 
 fixef(tvCl = c(, 4.86353, )) 

 fixef(tvCl2= c(, 1.04968, )) 
 #fixef(tvCMultStdev = c(, 0.424508, )) 

 fixef(dCldWT(freeze) = c(, 0.75, )) 
 fixef(dCl2dWT(freeze) = c(, 0.75, )) 
 fixef(PMA50 = c(, 44.2001, )) 

 fixef(HILL = c(, 3.49525, )) 
 fixef(SCRCL = c(0, 0.306972, )) 
 fixef(beta(freeze)= c(, 0.614, )) 

 fixef(Tvol(freeze)= c(, 9.65, )) 
 ranef(block(nV, nCl) = c(0.23133275, 0.19192225, 0.15922952), diag(nV2) = c(0.39584518)) 

} 
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Model output (fixed effects) for TABLE 2 
Parameter Estimate Units Stderr CV% 2.5% CI 97.5% CI 

tvV 18.1102 L 0.158651 0.876029 17.79917 18.42123 

tvV2 17.1533 L 0.099731 0.581408 16.95778 17.34882 

tvCl 4.57432 L/h 0.026103 0.570652 4.523145 4.625495 

tvCl2 1.06835 L/h 0.006565 0.61454 1.055479 1.081221 

dCldWT 0.75  0 0 0.75 0.75 

dCl2dWT 0.75  0 0 0.75 0.75 

PMA50 45.3026 Weeks 0.233232 0.514831 44.84535 45.75985 

HILL 3.38001  0.04372 1.293474 3.294298 3.465722 

SCRCL 0.312297  0.001162 0.371965 0.31002 0.314574 

beta 0.614  0 0 0.614 0.614 

Tvol 9.65 Weeks 0 0 9.65 9.65 

stdev0 0.420911  0.005829 1.38493 0.409483 0.432339 

 
 
Model output (random effects) for TABLE 2 

Label nV nCl nV2 

Omega    

nV 0.242779   

nCl 0.196667 0.159317  

nV2 0 0 0.444646 

Correlation   

nV 1   

nCl 0.999989 1  

nV2 0 0 1 

Shrinkage 0.199558 0.199545 0.744796 
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Appendix B 

Gentamicin Bayesian Forecasting Project 

Script 1: Final Model (NONMEM script and output) 

$PROBLEM  chain1,strong prior 

$SUBROUTINE ADVAN3 TRANS4 
$INPUT   ID PATIENT_DI=DROP TIME AMT DURATION DV WT HT AGE_GRP 

      PNA_DYS PNA_WKS GA_WKS PMA_WKS SCR EGFR EVID MDV RATE 
       NDOSES NSAMPLES RESET SCRM DOSETIME TAD OCC SEX BMI 
            FFM_M3=DROP FFM PNA_YRS Epsilon=DROP BMI95PTL=DROP OBESITY 

$DATA      mdata/cleaned_107ALLOBS.csv IGNORE=@ 
 
;------------Inputted Thetas are log transformed. 

$THETAI  
 

 
THETA(1:NTHETA)  = LOG(THETAI(1:NTHETA)) 
THETAP(1:NTHP)   = LOG(THETAPI(1:NTHP)) 

 
 
;------------Reported Thetas are exponentiated, into natural domain, for 

$THETAR  
 

THETAR(1:NTHETA) = EXP(THETA(1:NTHETA)) 
 
THETAPR(1:NTHP)  = EXP(THETAP(1:NTHP)) 

 
$PK  
 

"USE NMBAYES_INT, ONLY: ITER_REPORT,BAYES_EXTRA_REQUEST,BAYES_EXTRA  
; Request extra information for Bayesian analysis. 

; An extra call will then be made for accepted samples 
"BAYES_EXTRA_REQUEST=1 
 

D1 = 0.5 ; 0.5 hour IV Infusion Duration 
 
 

;------------because log transforming all thetas, want to keep the exponent in a consistent domain  
 

 
PMA50 = EXP(THETA(5)) 
HILL  = EXP(THETA(6)) 

SCRCL = EXP(THETA(7)) 
 
BETA = 0.614 

TVOL = 9.65 
 

;impose linear relationship between MU and THETA: 
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Script 1 Continued 

TVCL = THETA(1) + 0.75*LOG(FFM/70) + SCRCL*LOG(SCR/SCRM) + 
LOG(PMA_WKS**HILL/(PMA_WKS**HILL+PMA50**HILL)) 

TVV1 = THETA(2) + LOG(FFM/70) + LOG(1+BETA*EXP(-PNA_WKS*LOG(2)/TVOL))  
TVQ  = THETA(3) + 0.75*LOG(FFM/70) 
TVV2 = THETA(4) + LOG(FFM/70) 

 
CL = EXP(TVCL + ETA(1)) 

V1 = EXP(TVV1 + ETA(2)) 
Q  = EXP(TVQ) 
V2 = EXP(TVV2 + ETA(3)) 

 
S1 = V1 
 

"IF(BAYES_EXTRA==1 .AND. ITER_REPORT>0 .AND. TIME==0.0) THEN 
"WRITE(50,98) ITER_REPORT,ID,CL,V1,Q,V2,PMA50,HILL,SCRCL 

"98 FORMAT(I12,1X,F14.0,7(1X,1PG12.5)) 
"ENDIF 
 

$ERROR  
 
"USE NMBAYES_INT, ONLY: ITER_REPORT,BAYES_EXTRA_REQUEST,BAYES_EXTRA  

"BAYES_EXTRA_REQUEST=1 
 

IPRED=F 
Y = IPRED*(1 + ERR(1)) 
 

"IF(BAYES_EXTRA==1 .AND. ITER_REPORT>0 ) THEN 
"WRITE(51,97) ITER_REPORT,ID,TIME,F,DV 
"97 FORMAT(I12,1X,F14.0,3(1X,1PG12.5)) 

"ENDIF 
 

 
$THETA  (0.1,1.29694) ; TVCL 
 (1,16.1645) ; TV1 

 (0.1,1.29426) ; TVQ 
 (1,17.0387) ; TVV2 
 (1,45.3611) ; PMA50 

 (0.1,1.55227) ; HILL 
 (0.01,0.766084) ; SCRCL 

$OMEGA  BLOCK(3) 
 0.402912  ;        nCL 
 0 0.280881  ;         nV 

 0 0 0.485034  ;        nV2 
 
$SIGMA  0.207787  ;       PROP 

 
$PRIOR      NWPRI 

 
;------------theta prior parameters-------------------------------------------------- 
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Script 1 Continued 

$THETAP  4.57 FIX 
 18.1 FIX 

 1.07 FIX 
 17.1 FIX 
 45.3 FIX 

 3.38 FIX 
 0.31 FIX 

 
$THETAPV  BLOCK(7) FIX ; from previous study 
0.02517       

-0.0081427 0.0099462      
-0.0012586 -0.000087375 0.00068139     
-0.00077983 0.00044145 0.000028521 0.000043105    

-0.026184 0.0097851 0.0031668 0.0010113 0.054397   
0.0043609 -0.0029856 0.000029804 -0.00022784 -0.0061714 0.0019114  

0.000087582 -0.000030081 -9.4623E-06 -3.3284E-06 -0.00012026 0.000021926    
1.3494E-06 
 

;------------omega prior parameters-------------------------------------------------- 
 
$OMEGAP  BLOCK(3) FIX 

 0.159 
 0 0.243 

 0 0 0.44 
 
$OMEGAPD  2300 FIX ; N=2357 in previous study 

 
;------------sigma prior parameters-------------------------------------------------- 
 

$SIGMAP  0.18  FIX 
 

$SIGMAPD  4500 FIX ; observation#=4500 
 
 

$ESTIMATION METHOD=BAYES INTER NBURN=1000 NITER=10000 PRINT=20 
            NOPRIOR=0 CTYPE=3 CITER=10 SEED=99805 THIN=20 
             

 
 

$TABLE   ID TIME DV IPRED CL V1 Q V2 TVCL TVV1 TVQ TVV2 PMA50 HILL SCRCL ETA(1) 
            ETA(2) ETA(3) FFM PNA_WKS PMA_WKS SCR SCRM NOAPPEND 
            ONEHEADER NOPRINT FILE=paratab101c1.nmtab 

 
Model Output 
**************************************************************************************

********************************** 
 ********************                                                                                ******************** 
 ********************                              MCMC BAYESIAN ANALYSIS                            

******************** 

Script 1 Continued 
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Script 1 Continued 

#OBJT:**************                       AVERAGE VALUE OF LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION                     
******************** 

 ********************                                                                                ******************** 
 
**************************************************************************************

********************************** 
  

 #OBJV:********************************************    -4949.091       
************************************************** 
 #OBJS:********************************************       25.521 (STD) 

************************************************** 
1 
 

**************************************************************************************
********************************** 

 ********************                                                                                ******************** 
 ********************                              MCMC BAYESIAN ANALYSIS                            
******************** 

 ********************                             FINAL PARAMETER ESTIMATE                           
******************** 
 ********************                                                                                ******************** 

 
**************************************************************************************

********************************** 
 THETA - VECTOR OF FIXED EFFECTS PARAMETERS   ********* 
         TH 1      TH 2      TH 3      TH 4      TH 5      TH 6      TH 7      

  
         4.04E+00  1.81E+01  1.14E+00  1.71E+01  4.60E+01  3.36E+00  3.08E-01 
  

 OMEGA - COV MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - ETAS  ******** 
 

         ETA1      ETA2      ETA3      
  
 ETA1 

+        1.66E-01 
  
 ETA2 

+        0.00E+00  2.47E-01 
  

 ETA3 
+        0.00E+00  0.00E+00  4.45E-01 
  

 SIGMA - COV MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - EPSILONS  **** 
 
         EPS1      

  
 EPS1 

+        1.82E-01 
  

Script 1 Continued 
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Script 1 Continued 

OMEGA - CORR MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - ETAS  ******* 
         ETA1      ETA2      ETA3      

  
 ETA1 
+        4.07E-01 

  
 ETA2 

+        0.00E+00  4.97E-01 
  
 ETA3 

+        0.00E+00  0.00E+00  6.67E-01 
  
 SIGMA - CORR MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - EPSILONS  *** 

         EPS1      
  

 EPS1 
+        4.26E-01 
  

1 
 
**************************************************************************************

********************************** 
 ********************                                                                                ******************** 

 ********************                              MCMC BAYESIAN ANALYSIS                            
******************** 
 ********************                STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE (From Sample Variance)               

******************** 
 ********************                                                                                ******************** 
 

**************************************************************************************
********************************** 

 
 THETA - VECTOR OF FIXED EFFECTS PARAMETERS   ********* 
         TH 1      TH 2      TH 3      TH 4      TH 5      TH 6      TH 7      

  
         1.09E-01  9.63E-02  2.67E-02  5.71E-03  1.89E-01  4.02E-02  1.03E-03 
  

 OMEGA - COV MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - ETAS  ******** 
 

         ETA1      ETA2      ETA3      
  
 ETA1 

+        4.69E-03 
  
 ETA2 

+        0.00E+00  7.46E-03 
  

 ETA3 
+        0.00E+00  0.00E+00  1.35E-02 

Script 1 Continued 
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Script 1 Continued 

SIGMA - COV MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - EPSILONS  **** 
 

         EPS1      
  
 EPS1 

+        3.55E-03 
  

1 
 
 OMEGA - CORR MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - ETAS  ******* 

 
         ETA1      ETA2      ETA3      
  

 ETA1 
+        5.75E-03 

  
 ETA2 
+        0.00E+00  7.49E-03 

  
 ETA3 
+        0.00E+00  0.00E+00  1.01E-02 

  
 SIGMA - CORR MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - EPSILONS  *** 

 
         EPS1      
  

 EPS1 
+        4.16E-03 
 

 
**************************************************************************************

********************************** 
 ********************                                                                                ******************** 
 ********************                              MCMC BAYESIAN ANALYSIS                            

******************** 
 ********************               COVARIANCE MATRIX OF ESTIMATE (From Sample Variance)             
******************** 

 ********************                                                                                ******************** 
 

**************************************************************************************
********************************** 
  

 
            TH 1      TH 2      TH 3      TH 4      TH 5      TH 6      TH 7      OM11      OM12      OM13      OM22      
OM23   

             OM33      SG11   
  

 TH 1 
+        1.18E-02 
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Script 1 Continued  

TH 2 
+       -5.13E-03  9.28E-03 

  
 TH 3 
+       -1.64E-04 -4.37E-04  7.14E-04 

  
 TH 4 

+       -4.21E-04  3.51E-04 -1.27E-05  3.26E-05 
  
 TH 5 

+       -1.12E-02  6.19E-03  1.82E-03  5.78E-04  3.57E-02 
  
 TH 6 

+        2.60E-03 -2.60E-03  2.43E-04 -1.73E-04 -3.96E-03  1.61E-03 
  

 TH 7 
+        3.95E-05 -1.50E-05 -5.47E-06 -1.64E-06 -6.21E-05  1.42E-05  1.07E-06 
  

 OM11 
+        4.30E-05 -3.26E-05  4.13E-06 -3.37E-06 -2.45E-05  7.37E-06  1.61E-07  2.20E-05 
  

 OM12 
+       ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... 

  
 OM13 
+       ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... 

  
 OM22 
+        2.16E-05  5.61E-06  9.84E-06 -2.45E-06 -7.52E-05  6.45E-06 -1.74E-07  7.37E-08  0.00E+00  

0.00E+00  5.56E-05 
  

 OM23 
+       ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... 
  

 OM33 
+       -8.60E-06 -2.86E-05 -2.60E-06 -4.24E-07 -5.18E-05  8.20E-06 -5.71E-07  4.79E-06  0.00E+00  
0.00E+00 -1.19E-06  0.00E+00 

          1.83E-04 
  

 SG11 
+        1.51E-06  6.04E-06  7.72E-06  9.69E-07  3.42E-05 -8.34E-06 -3.70E-07 -2.16E-07  0.00E+00  
0.00E+00 -3.82E-07  0.00E+00 

         -1.10E-06  1.26E-05 
  
1 

 
**************************************************************************************

********************************** 
 ********************                                                                                ******************** 
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Script 1 Continued 

********************                              MCMC BAYESIAN ANALYSIS                            
******************** 

 ********************              CORRELATION MATRIX OF ESTIMATE (From Sample Variance)             
******************** 
 ********************                                                                                ******************** 

 
**************************************************************************************

********************************** 
            TH 1      TH 2      TH 3      TH 4      TH 5      TH 6      TH 7      OM11      OM12      OM13      OM22      
OM23   

             OM33      SG11   
  
 TH 1 

+        1.09E-01 
  

 TH 2 
+       -4.91E-01  9.63E-02 
  

 TH 3 
+       -5.67E-02 -1.70E-01  2.67E-02 
  

 TH 4 
+       -6.80E-01  6.38E-01 -8.29E-02  5.71E-03 

  
 TH 5 
+       -5.48E-01  3.40E-01  3.60E-01  5.36E-01  1.89E-01 

  
 TH 6 
+        5.97E-01 -6.71E-01  2.26E-01 -7.55E-01 -5.22E-01  4.02E-02 

  
 TH 7 

+        3.52E-01 -1.51E-01 -1.98E-01 -2.77E-01 -3.18E-01  3.41E-01  1.03E-03 
  
 OM11 

+        8.43E-02 -7.20E-02  3.30E-02 -1.26E-01 -2.76E-02  3.91E-02  3.32E-02  4.69E-03 
  
 OM12 

+       ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... 
  

 OM13 
+       ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... 
  

 OM22 
+        2.67E-02  7.80E-03  4.94E-02 -5.74E-02 -5.34E-02  2.15E-02 -2.26E-02  2.11E-03  0.00E+00  
0.00E+00  7.46E-03 

  
 OM23 

+       ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... 
  
 OM33 
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Script 1 Continued 

+       -5.87E-03 -2.20E-02 -7.20E-03 -5.50E-03 -2.03E-02  1.51E-02 -4.08E-02  7.55E-02  0.00E+00  
0.00E+00 -1.18E-02  0.00E+00 

          1.35E-02 
  
 SG11 

+        3.92E-03  1.77E-02  8.14E-02  4.78E-02  5.10E-02 -5.85E-02 -1.01E-01 -1.29E-02  0.00E+00  
0.00E+00 -1.44E-02  0.00E+00 

         -2.30E-02  3.55E-03 
  
1 

 
**************************************************************************************
********************************** 

 ********************                                                                                ******************** 
 ********************                              MCMC BAYESIAN ANALYSIS                            

******************** 
 ********************           INVERSE COVARIANCE MATRIX OF ESTIMATE (From Sample 
Variance)         ******************** 

 ********************                                                                                ******************** 
 
**************************************************************************************

********************************** 
            TH 1      TH 2      TH 3      TH 4      TH 5      TH 6      TH 7      OM11      OM12      OM13      OM22      

OM23   
             OM33      SG11   
  

 TH 1 
+        1.83E+02 
  

 TH 2 
+        1.68E+01  2.19E+02 

  
 TH 3 
+        2.47E+01 -4.70E+00  2.39E+03 

  
 TH 4 
+        1.49E+03 -1.07E+03  1.98E+02  9.69E+04 

  
 TH 5 

+        2.09E+01  9.09E+00 -2.07E+02 -3.27E+02  6.35E+01 
  
 TH 6 

+       -4.17E+01  2.51E+02 -1.00E+03  5.51E+03  1.35E+02  2.29E+03 
  
 TH 7 

+       -2.46E+03 -2.00E+03  1.25E+04 -1.48E+04 -2.60E+02 -1.40E+04  1.22E+06 
  

 OM11 
+       -6.12E+01  6.60E+01 -4.82E+02  8.27E+03 -1.35E+01  9.98E+02 -8.07E+03  4.70E+04 
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Script 1 Continued 

OM12 
+       ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... 

  
 OM13 
+       ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... 

  
 OM22 

+        1.17E+01 -9.71E+01 -5.54E+02  2.59E+03  8.32E+01  2.87E+02  3.65E+03  2.23E+02  0.00E+00  
0.00E+00  1.83E+04 
  

 OM23 
+       ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... 
  

 OM33 
+        1.50E+01  1.56E+01  6.20E+01 -4.75E+02  1.11E+01 -9.14E+01  4.45E+03 -1.28E+03  0.00E+00  

0.00E+00  1.24E+02  0.00E+00 
          5.54E+03 
  

 SG11 
+       -3.16E+02  6.08E+01 -1.24E+03 -2.96E+03  5.74E+01  8.32E+02  2.24E+04  7.94E+02  0.00E+00  
0.00E+00  8.27E+02  0.00E+00 

          4.97E+02  8.15E+04  
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Script 2: The variance-covariance matrix pertaining to the theta estimates from the 
previous study  

 tvV tvV2 tvCl tvCl2 PMA50 HILL SCRCL 

tvV 0.02517       
tvV2 -0.00814 0.009946      
tvCl -0.00126 -8.7E-05 0.000681     
tvCl2 -0.00078 0.000441 2.85E-05 4.31E-05    
PMA50 -0.02618 0.009785 0.003167 0.001011 0.054397   
HILL 0.004361 -0.00299 2.98E-05 -0.00023 -0.00617 0.001911  
SCRCL 8.76E-05 -3E-05 -9.5E-06 -3.3E-06 -0.00012 2.19E-05 1.35E-06 
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Appendix C 

Rifampin Project 

Script 1: 11C-rifampin Plasma PK Final Model (NONMEM script and output) 
$PROBLEM  HUMAN 11C-RIFAMPIN IV Bolus  

$INPUT ID TIME TAD DV AMT RATE MDV EVID ADDL II CMT PREVD WT SEX AGE ALB TPRO 
HCT  
$DATA       mdata/Hum11CRIFPlasmaADDL_3_MGL.csv IGNORE=@   

$SUBROUTINE ADVAN13 TOL=7 
$MODEL NCOMPARTMENTS=4 
COMP=(DOSE,DEFDOS) 

COMP=(TRANSIT) 
COMP=(CENT) 

COMP=(ENZ) 
 
$PK  

F1=0.9 
A_0(1)=0 
A_0(2)=0 

A_0(3)=0 
A_0(4)=1 

TVCL=THETA(1) 
CL=(TVCL*(WT/70)**0.75)*EXP(ETA(1)) 
TVVC=THETA(2) 

VC=(TVVC*(WT/70)**1)*EXP(ETA(2)) 
K=CL/VC 
S3=VC 

MTT=THETA(3) 
EMAX=THETA(4) 

EC50=THETA(5) 
KENZ=THETA(6) 
KA=2/MTT 

 
$DES 
 

CONC=A(3)/VC 
ENZ=1+((EMAX*CONC)/(EC50+CONC)) 

DADT(1) =  - A(1)*KA 
DADT(2) =    A(1)*KA - A(2)*KA 
DADT(3) =  A(2)*KA - A(3)*K*A(4) 

DADT(4) =  KENZ*ENZ - A(4)*KENZ 
 
 

$THETA 
(1, 10)              ;CL (L/hr) 

(1, 10)              ;VC (L) 
0.713       FIX   ;MTT (hr) 
1.04         FIX   ;Emax  

0.0705     FIX   ;EC50 (mg/L) 
0.00369   FIX   ;KENZ (hr-1) 
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Script 1 Continued 

$OMEGA   
0.01                  ;CL 

0 FIX                 ;VC 
 
$SIGMA  

0.01 
0.00000000001 

 
$ERROR 
IPRED = F 

W=IPRED 
IRES = DV - IPRED  
IWRES = IRES/W 

Y=IPRED+W*EPS(1)+EPS(2) 
 

$EST METHOD=1 INTERACTION MAXEVAL=9999 PRINT=10 NOABORT 
$COV PRINT=E 
$TABLE ID TAD TIME CMT EVID PREVD DV IPRED IRES IWRES PRED CWRES NPDE NOPRINT 

ONEHEADER FILE=sdtab1001b 
$TABLE ID TIME TAD CL VC ETA(1) ETA(2) NOPRINT ONEHEADER FILE=patab1001b 

 

 
Model Output 
 
**************************************************************************************

********************************** 
 ********************                                                                                ******************** 

 ********************               FIRST ORDER CONDITIONAL ESTIMATION WITH INTERACTION              
******************** 
 #OBJT:**************                       MINIMUM VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION                      

******************** 
 ********************                                                                                ******************** 
 

**************************************************************************************
********************************** 

 
 #OBJV:********************************************    -2718.841       
************************************************** 

1 
 
**************************************************************************************

********************************** 
 ********************                                                                                ******************** 

 ********************               FIRST ORDER CONDITIONAL ESTIMATION WITH INTERACTION              
******************** 
 ********************                             FINAL PARAMETER ESTIMATE                           

******************** 
 ********************                                                                                ******************** 
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Script 1 Continued 

 THETA - VECTOR OF FIXED EFFECTS PARAMETERS   ********* 
 

 
         TH 1      TH 2      TH 3      TH 4      TH 5      TH 6      
  

         5.47E+01  2.07E+01  7.13E-01  1.04E+00  7.05E-02  3.69E-03 
  

 OMEGA - COV MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - ETAS  ******** 
         ETA1      ETA2      
  

 ETA1 
+        1.01E-01 
  

 ETA2 
+        0.00E+00  0.00E+00 

  
 SIGMA - COV MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - EPSILONS  **** 
         EPS1      EPS2      

  
 EPS1 
+        1.19E-01 

  
 EPS2 

+        0.00E+00  8.15E-13 
  
1 

 OMEGA - CORR MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - ETAS  ******* 
 
         ETA1      ETA2      

  
 ETA1 

+        3.18E-01 
  
 ETA2 

+        0.00E+00  0.00E+00 
  
 SIGMA - CORR MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - EPSILONS  *** 

         EPS1      EPS2      
  

 EPS1+        3.45E-01 
  
 EPS2 +        0.00E+00  9.03E-07 
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Script 2: Final Model Step 1 (NONMEM script and output) 
$PROBLEM    C11 
$INPUT      ID TIME TAD DV AMT RATE MDV EVID ADDL II CMT PREVD WT SEX 
AGE ALB TPRO HCT FLAG 

$DATA      mdata/aveC11concAfter2minsADDL_3_1cmt.csv IGNORE=@ 
$SUBROUTINE ADVAN13 TOL=5 

$MODEL  NCOMPARTMENTS=7 COMP=(DOSE,DEFDOS) COMP=(TRANSIT) 
                COMP=(CENT) COMP=(HL) COMP=(PL) COMP=(CW) COMP=(ENZ) 
$PK        

 
 
F1=0.9 

 
A_0(1)=0 

 
A_0(2)=0 
 

;-----------Venous Plasma compartment---------------------------------------  
 
A_0(3)=0 

 
;----------- Healthy lung compartment---------------------------------------  

A_0(4)=0 
 
;-----------Pulmonary lesion compartment--------------------------------------- 

A_0(5)=0 
 
;-----------Cavity wall compartment---------------------------------------  

A_0(6)=0 
 

;-----------Enzyme compartment---------------------------------------  
 
A_0(7)=1 

 
;-----------Venous Plasma compartment---------------------------------------  
 

TVCL=THETA(1) 
CL=(TVCL*(WT/70)**0.75)*EXP(ETA(1)) 

 
TVVC=THETA(2) 
VC=(TVVC*(WT/70)**1)*EXP(ETA(2)) 

 
K=CL/VC 
 

S3=VC 
 

;----------- Healthy lung compartment---------------------------------------  
 
TVKEQ=THETA(3) 

KEQ=TVKEQ 
TVPCHL=THETA(4) 
TVPCPL=THETA(5) 

TVPCCW=THETA(6) 
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Script 2 Continued 

PCHL=TVPCHL*EXP(ETA(3)) 
PCPL=TVPCPL*EXP(ETA(4)) 

PCCW=TVPCCW*EXP(ETA(5)) 
MTT=THETA(7) 
KA=2/MTT 

EMAX=THETA(8) 
EC50=THETA(9) 

KENZ=THETA(10) 
 
$DES        

 
CONC=A(3)/VC 
ENZ=1+((EMAX*CONC)/(EC50+CONC)) 

DADT(1) =  - A(1)*KA 
DADT(2) =   A(1)*KA - A(2)*KA 

DADT(3) =       A(2)*KA - A(3)*K*A(7)  
DADT(4) = KEQ*(PCHL*0.25*CONC - A(4))            
DADT(5) = KEQ*(PCPL*0.25*CONC - A(5))  

DADT(6) = KEQ*(PCCW*0.25*CONC - A(6)) 
DADT(7) = KENZ*ENZ-KENZ*A(7) 
 

$THETA   
 (1,50) ; CL (L/hr) 

 (1,20) ; VC (L) 
 42 FIX ; KEQ (/hr) 
 2.92 FIX ; PC Unaffected Lung 

 1.56 FIX; PC Pulmonary Lesion 
 1.20 FIX; PC Cavity wall 
 0.713 FIX ; MTT (h) 

 1.04 FIX ; Emax 
 0.0705 FIX ; EC50 (mg/L) 

 0.00369 FIX ; KENZ (h-1) 
 
$OMEGA   

 0.01 ;  CL 
 0.01 ;  VC 
 0.01 ;  PCUL 

 0.01 ;  PCPL 
 0.01 ;  PCCW 

 
$SIGMA   
 0.01 

 0.01 
 
$ERROR       

IPRED = F 
W=IPRED 

IRES = DV - IPRED  
IWRES = IRES/W 
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Script 2 Continued 

IF(FLAG.EQ.3) Y=IPRED+W*EPS(1) 
IF(FLAG.EQ.4) Y=IPRED+W*EPS(2) 

IF(FLAG.EQ.5) Y=IPRED+W*EPS(2) 
IF(FLAG.EQ.6) Y=IPRED+W*EPS(2) 
IF(FLAG.EQ.7) Y=IPRED 

 
$ESTIMATION METHOD=1 INTERACTION MAXEVAL=999999 PRINT=10 NOABORT 

$COV PRINT=E 
$TABLE      ID TIME TAD CMT FLAG EVID DV CONC IPRED IRES IWRES 
            PRED CWRES CWRESI NOPRINT ONEHEADER FILE=sdtab6001b 

$TABLE      ID TIME TAD CL VC KEQ PCHL PCPL PCCW ETA(1) ETA(2) ETA(3) ETA(4) ETA(5) 
            NOPRINT ONEHEADER FILE=patab6001b 
 

Model Output 
 
 
**************************************************************************************

********************************** 
 ********************                                                                                ******************** 

 ********************               FIRST ORDER CONDITIONAL ESTIMATION WITH INTERACTION              
******************** 
 #OBJT:**************                       MINIMUM VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION                      

******************** 
 ********************                                                                                ******************** 
 

**************************************************************************************
********************************** 

  
 
 

 
 
 

 #OBJV:********************************************    -9810.666       
************************************************** 

1 
 
**************************************************************************************

********************************** 
 ********************                                                                                ******************** 
 ********************               FIRST ORDER CONDITIONAL ESTIMATION WITH INTERACTION              

******************** 
 ********************                             FINAL PARAMETER ESTIMATE                           

******************** 
 ********************                                                                                ******************** 
 

**************************************************************************************
********************************** 
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Script 2 Continued 

 THETA - VECTOR OF FIXED EFFECTS PARAMETERS   ********* 
 

 
         TH 1      TH 2      TH 3      TH 4      TH 5      TH 6      TH 7      TH 8      TH 9      TH10      
  

         5.07E+01  2.72E+01  4.20E+01  2.92E+00  1.56E+00  1.20E+00  7.13E-01  1.04E+00  7.05E-02  3.69E-
03 

  
 
 

 OMEGA - COV MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - ETAS  ******** 
 
 

         ETA1      ETA2      ETA3      ETA4      ETA5      
  

 ETA1 
+        1.40E-01 
  

 ETA2 
+        0.00E+00  5.65E-02 
  

 ETA3 
+        0.00E+00  0.00E+00  6.66E-02 

  
 ETA4 
+        0.00E+00  0.00E+00  0.00E+00  4.72E-02 

  
 ETA5 
+        0.00E+00  0.00E+00  0.00E+00  0.00E+00  5.31E-02 

  
 

 
 SIGMA - COV MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - EPSILONS  **** 
 

 
         EPS1      EPS2      
  

 EPS1 
+        1.36E-01 

  
 EPS2 
+        0.00E+00  5.65E-02 

  
1 
 

 
 OMEGA - CORR MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - ETAS  ******* 

 
 
         ETA1      ETA2      ETA3      ETA4      ETA5      
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 Script 2 Continued 

 ETA1 
+        3.74E-01 

  
 ETA2 
+        0.00E+00  2.38E-01 

  
 ETA3 

+        0.00E+00  0.00E+00  2.58E-01 
  
 ETA4 

+        0.00E+00  0.00E+00  0.00E+00  2.17E-01 
  
 ETA5 

+        0.00E+00  0.00E+00  0.00E+00  0.00E+00  2.30E-01 
  

 
 
 SIGMA - CORR MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - EPSILONS  *** 

 
 
         EPS1      EPS2      

  
 EPS1 

+        3.69E-01 
  
 EPS2 

+        0.00E+00  2.38E-01 
  
1 

 
**************************************************************************************

********************************** 
 ********************                                                                                ******************** 
 ********************               FIRST ORDER CONDITIONAL ESTIMATION WITH INTERACTION              

******************** 
 ********************                            STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE                          
******************** 

 ********************                                                                                ******************** 
 

**************************************************************************************
********************************** 
  

 
 
 THETA - VECTOR OF FIXED EFFECTS PARAMETERS   ********* 

 
 

         TH 1      TH 2      TH 3      TH 4      TH 5      TH 6      TH 7      TH 8      TH 9      TH10      
  
         9.65E+00  3.91E+00 ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... 
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 Script 2 Continued 

 OMEGA - COV MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - ETAS  ******** 
 

 
         ETA1      ETA2      ETA3      ETA4      ETA5      
  

 ETA1 
+        1.65E-01 

  
 ETA2 
+       .........  1.14E+00 

  
 ETA3 
+       ......... .........  4.93E-01 

  
 ETA4 

+       ......... ......... .........  2.76E-01 
  
 ETA5 

+       ......... ......... ......... .........  5.94E-01 
  
 

 
 SIGMA - COV MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - EPSILONS  **** 

 
 
         EPS1      EPS2      

  
 EPS1 
+        4.87E-02 

  
 EPS2 

+       .........  1.50E-02 
  
1 

 
 
 OMEGA - CORR MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - ETAS  ******* 

 
 

         ETA1      ETA2      ETA3      ETA4      ETA5      
  
 ETA1 

+        2.20E-01 
  
 ETA2 

+       .........  2.40E+00 
  

 ETA3 
+       ......... .........  9.56E-01 
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Script 2 Continued 

ETA4 
+       ......... ......... .........  6.35E-01 

  
 ETA5 
+       ......... ......... ......... .........  1.29E+00 

  
 

 
 SIGMA - CORR MATRIX FOR RANDOM EFFECTS - EPSILONS  *** 
 

 
         EPS1      EPS2      
  

 EPS1 
+        6.60E-02 

  
 EPS2 
+       .........  3.16E-02 
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Script 3: Final Model Step 2 (NONMEM script and output) 
$PROBLEM    C11 
$INPUT      ID TIME TAD DV AMT RATE MDV EVID ADDL II CMT PREVD WT SEX 
            AGE ALB TPRO HCT FLAG isMICRO ICL IVC IPCHL IPCPL IPCCW 

$DATA      mdata/LitMSandaveC11_POSTHOC6001b.csv IGNORE=@ IGNORE=(isMICRO==1)  
$SUBROUTINE ADVAN6 TOL=8 

$MODEL      NCOMPARTMENTS=7 COMP=(DOSE,DEFDOS) COMP=(TRANSIT) 
         COMP=(CENT)  COMP=(HL) COMP=(PL) COMP=(CW) COMP=(ENZ) 

$PK        

F1=0.9 
A_0(1)=0 
A_0(2)=0 

;-----------Central Plasma compartment---------------------------------------  
A_0(3)=0 

;----------- Healthy lung compartment---------------------------------------  
A_0(4)=0 
;-----------Pulmonary lesion compartment--------------------------------------- 

A_0(5)=0 
;-----------Cavity wall compartment---------------------------------------  
A_0(6)=0 

;-----------Enzyme compartment---------------------------------------  
A_0(7)=1 

;-----------Venous Plasma compartment---------------------------------------  
IF(isMICRO==1)THEN 
CL=ICL 

VC=IVC 
ENDIF 
IF(isMICRO==0)THEN 

TVVMAX=THETA(1) 
VMAX=(TVVMAX*(WT/70)) 

TVKM=THETA(2) 
KM=TVKM 
TVVC=THETA(3) 

VC=TVVC*EXP(ETA(1)) 
ENDIF 
S3=VC 

;----------- Healthy lung compartment--------------------------------------- 
TVKEQ=THETA(4) 

KEQ=TVKEQ 
PCHL=IPCHL 
PCPL=IPCPL 

PCCW=IPCCW 
MTT=THETA(5) 
KA=2/MTT 

EMAX=THETA(6) 
EC50=THETA(7) 

KENZ=THETA(8) 
$DES        
CONC=A(3)/VC 

IF(isMICRO==1)THEN 
K=CL/VC 
ENDIF 

IF(isMICRO==0)THEN 
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K=((VMAX/(KM+CONC))/VC) 
ENDIF 
ENZ=1+((EMAX*CONC)/(EC50+CONC)) 

DADT(1) =  - A(1)*KA 
DADT(2) =   A(1)*KA - A(2)*KA 
DADT(3) =       A(2)*KA - A(3)*K*A(7)  

DADT(4) = KEQ*(PCHL*0.25*CONC - A(4))            
DADT(5) = KEQ*(PCPL*0.25*CONC - A(5))  
DADT(6) = KEQ*(PCCW*0.25*CONC - A(6)) 

DADT(7) = KENZ*ENZ-KENZ*A(7) 
$THETA   

525 FIX ; VMAX (mg/hr/70kg) 
70 FIX ; KM (mg/L) 
(1, 50) ; VC (L) 

42 FIX; KEQ(/hr) 
0.713 FIX ; MTT (h) 
1.04  FIX ; Emax 

0.0705 FIX ; EC50 (mg/L) 
0.00369 FIX ; KENZ (h-1) 

$OMEGA   
 0.01 ;  VC 
$SIGMA   

 0.0001 
 0.0001 
 0.0001 

  
$ERROR       

IPRED = 0.00000001  
IF(F.GT.0) IPRED=F 
W=IPRED 

IRES = DV - IPRED  
 
IF(FLAG.EQ.3.AND.isMICRO.EQ.0) Y=IPRED+W*EPS(1) 

IF(FLAG.EQ.3.AND.isMICRO.EQ.1) Y=IPRED+W*EPS(2) 
IF(FLAG.EQ.4) Y=IPRED+W*EPS(3) 

IF(FLAG.EQ.5) Y=IPRED+W*EPS(3) 
IF(FLAG.EQ.6) Y=IPRED+W*EPS(3) 
 

$ESTIMATION METHOD=1 INTERACTION MAXEVAL=999999 PRINT=10 NOABORT 
$COV PRINT=E 
$TABLE ID TIME TAD CMT FLAG EVID DV CONC IPRED IRES 

PRED CWRES CWRESI NOPRINT ONEHEADER FILE=sdtab6002b 
$TABLE ID TIME TAD VC CL VC KEQ PCHL PCPL PCCW ETA(1) 

NOPRINT ONEHEADER FILE=patab6002b 
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Script 4: Simulations in 1000 Subjects Final Model (Mrgsolve Script) 
$PARAM @annotated  
TVVMAX : 525 : mg/hr/70kg 
TVKM   : 70 : mg/L 

TVVC    : 37 : L/70kg 
TVKEQ2 : 40 : /hr 

TVPCAR : 0.38 : Fraction to arterial blood 
TVKEQ  : 42: /hr 
TVPCHL : 1.19 : Fraction to healthy lung 

TVPCPL : 0.69 : Fraction to lesions 
TVPCCW : 0.60 : Fraction to cavity walls  
TVMTT   : 0.713 : hr 

TVEmax : 1.04 : Maximum effect enzyme turnover 
TVEC50  : 0.0705 : Rif concentration needed to reach half of the maximum enzyme induction (mg/L) 

TVKENZ  : 0.00369 : hr-1 
WT     : 70  : Patient weight 
 

$OMEGA @annotated 
EVC:  0.40 : ETA on VC 
EPCHL:  0.22 : ETA on PCHL 

EPCPL:  0.23 : ETA on PCPL 
EPCCW:  0.17 : ETA on PCCW 

$CMT  @annotated 
ABS     : Absorption compartment (mass)  
TRANS   : Transit compartment 

CENT    : Plasma compartment (mass) 
ARTE    : Arterial compartment  
ENZ     : Enzyme compartment 

HL     : Healthy Lung compartment 
PL      :  Pulmonary Lesion compartment 

CW    : Cavity Wall compartment 
ACENT   : AUC plasma compartment 
AARTE   : AUC left ventrical compartment 

AHL        : AUC healthy lung compartment 
APL        : AUC pulmonary lesion compartment 
ACW      : AUC cavity wall compartment 

   
$MAIN 

double VMAX = TVVMAX*pow(WT/70,1); 
double KM   = TVKM; 
double VC   = TVVC*pow(WT/70,1)*exp(EVC); 

double KEQ2 = TVKEQ2; 
double PCAR = TVPCAR; 
double KEQ  = TVKEQ; 

double PCHL = TVPCHL*exp(EPCHL); 
double PCPL = TVPCPL*exp(EPCPL); 

double PCCW = TVPCCW*exp(EPCCW); 
double MTT  = TVMTT; 
double Emax = TVEmax; 

double EC50 = TVEC50; 
double KENZ = TVKENZ; 
F_ABS = 0.9; 

F_CENT = 1; 
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D_CENT = 1; 
ENZ_0=1; 
$SIGMA @labels PROP 

0 
 
$GLOBAL 

#define PLASMA (CENT/VC) 
#define K ((VMAX/(KM+PLASMA))/VC) 
#define KA (2/MTT) 

#define E (1+((Emax*PLASMA)/(EC50+PLASMA))) 
 

#define PLASMA (CENT/VC) 
#define CONCHL (HL) 
#define CONCPL (PL) 

#define CONCCW (CW) 
#define AUCVP (ACENT/VC) 
#define AUCLV (AARTE/VC) 

#define AUCHL (AHL) 
#define AUCPL (APL) 

#define AUCCW (ACW) 
$ODE 
dxdt_ABS     = -KA*ABS; 

dxdt_TRANS   =  KA*ABS - KA*TRANS; 
dxdt_CENT    =           KA*TRANS - CENT*K*ENZ - KEQ2*(PCAR*CENT-ARTE); 
dxdt_ARTE    = KEQ2*(PCAR*CENT-ARTE); 

dxdt_ENZ     = KENZ*E-KENZ*ENZ; 
dxdt_HL      = KEQ*(PCHL*0.25*PLASMA - HL); 

dxdt_PL      = KEQ*(PCPL*0.25*PLASMA - PL); 
dxdt_CW      = KEQ*(PCCW*0.25*PLASMA - CW); 
dxdt_ACENT   =  CENT; 

dxdt_AARTE   =  ARTE; 
dxdt_AHL     =  HL; 
dxdt_APL     =  PL; 

dxdt_ACW     =  CW; 
$TABLE 

capture IPRED = PLASMA; 
 
$CAPTURE @annotated 

PLASMA  : Plasma concentration (mg/L) 
CONCHL  : Healthy Lung 
CONCPL  : Pulmonary lesion 

CONCCW  : Cavity wall 
AUCVP  : AUC venous plasma 

AUCLV  : AUC left ventrical plasma 
AUCHL : AUC healthy lung 
AUCPL : AUC pulmonary lesion 

AUCCW : AUC cavity wall 
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